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ASSBMBL!MAN .wrmm R. BRDNT: (Olaiman): I would like to 
convene the Transportation and Canmunications Carmittee. 'Ibis hearing 

will deal with the awardin:J of certain highway am bridge ·construction 

contracts. 

I want· to welcane the Minority U!ader;. Assemblyman Hardwick, 

who is sitting here an as ex officio member. same may not be aware of 

the. fact that the Minority Leader, the Majority Leader, am ·the Speaker 

of the House are always permitted to sit as ex officio members, which 

means they can ask questions, but they can't vote. We welcane you 

here, Mr. Hardwick. 

At this time, we will hear fran Speaker Karcher. If you 

gentlemen don't mind, we will hear the Speaker first, and then we hear. 

fran you, Catmissioner. We are sorry for the delay, Mr. Speaker and 

Oommdssioner. We did not realize the two bills would take this much 

time. Thank you for your indulgence am your patience. (Assemblyman 

Bryant referring to Ccmni ttee meeting held before the hearing) Mr. 

Speaker? 

ASSBMBLY SPBAKER ALAN J. ICAIQ:IBR: Mr~ Chainnan, members of the 

Conmittee: First of all, let me thank you for the opportunity to be 

here this m:>rning. I thank you not only on my behalf,. but also on 

behalf of my colleagues, Assemblyman Otlowski and senator Weiss, who 

represent the District 19 with me. 

I am going to save you same t~e with regard to the history 

of the Edison Bridge, primarily because this very Ccmnittee was 

gracious enough to take under . consideration -- approximately six or 

seven m::>nths ago -- legislation concernin:J the Route 9 Bridge, the 

Edison Bridge, which was sponsored by Assemblyman Flynn and me. 

At that time you had an opportunity to hear a great deal 

about the history and importance of this bridge. I would like to touch 

upon two aspects today, ·to put today's discussion into context: '!he 

safety factor of this . bridge and its camnercial value and importance 

with regard to the econany of this State. 

I think you would be hard pressed to find a similar span in 

the State of New Jersey that has had as many incidents of traffic 

accidents over the sa~e period of time as this bridge has. The bridge 
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spans the Raritan River; ·literally just before the river turns into the 

· bay. · At that juncture it joins. the Borough_ of Sayreville, in whidl I 

reside, and the Township of WOodbridge, wnich ·is a municipality of 'c»er 

100,000 people. 

In looking · through the accident reports of those two 

municipalities- they nomally respord to occurrences on the bridge...;.. 

. we find that in a period. of not' quite 36. ·lOOJ'lths there have ·been 300 

accidents on this bridge span alone am on the ramps leadiB3 to it~ 

Anyone who has inspected or· seen photographs of the bridge can well 

understard why this is_ happening. 'lbis bridge is not in good 

oonditionc. You know that· fran the previous hearing. In fact, it is in 

vecy sed am .sorry condition. 
. . . 

Moving to my ·second point, · its canmercial value_, this bridge 

·-- and I know because I live· there -·certainly handled what might have 

been known. as "normal n traffic, prior to the growth of the casino 

industry. in Atlantic City. What we have now though ·is, on ·the eastern . 

perimeter of our State, traffic noving fran North Jersey, fran the 
' . 

metropolitan areas of New York, Jersey City, Newark, etc., am the · 
. ' . . . . . : . . 

alternatives for crossing the Raritan River are extremely limited, 

. especially if traffic is on route to Atlantic City: or to the Shore. 

Options are -limited, really, to two thoroughfares. cars cannot travel 

on what is the roost heavily traveled am nost important bridge 

crossing, that being the Driscoll Bridge, which is the span for the 

Parkway. · 

All ccmnercial traffic - all ·.trucks and all ccmnercial 

vehicles -- must use the Edis;>n Bridge. The only other option open to 

this traffic . is the so-called Victory Bridge, which is. a low bridge 

with a turnstile opening, or whatever one calls the turn-gate operation 

for boat traffic. 'Ibis bridge is not widely used because it is not a 

thoroughfare in the true sense of _the word; it is nore for local 

traffic between Perth Amboy, South Amboy, etc. 

so, what we have seen over the last five years is an enonoous 

. impact· upon this span. I emphasize this once again: I think of great 

impOrtance is not only the safety . factor, but dwarfing that is the 

econqnic impact of any problem on this bridge, because· it is the main 
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camnercial thoroughfare between North Jersey and South Jersey on the 

eastern perimeter of the State. 

Fran the hearings you held last sprin9, you· understand that 

there has been a long, ongoir¥J continuous Qialogue with regard to 

the. ultimate reconstruction Qf this bridge which is now approaching 50 

years in age. '!his Cclilnittee saw the importance of the reoonstruction 

and the nerits of that argument, and they voted favorably on a bill as 

an interim measure. We discussed the prospects of repaviBJ this 

bridge, and everyone JOOVed along with, I think, two assUmptions: 

1 ) The work would carmence this sumner, or, at the very 

latest, this fall. The target date was irti tially July1 it was then 

IOOved to September, so this bridge would be serviceable for the winter • 

2) This repaving would constitute an expenditure by the 

State of approximately $900,000 to $1 million, a00 that it would be 

done in order for this road to remain serviceable to the important 

caliTiercial traffic it handles, as well as passenger vehicles; 

obviously, it handles a great many of those. 

The figures we have --- I think your Ccmnittee aide can advise 

you on this better than I can -- concerning the actual traffic count 

·on this bridge are phenanenal, for lack of a better word. This bring 

us to what has transpired. We now find that the matter was put out to -

canpetitive bidding this sumner. Apparently, four bids were received. 

The low bidder bid an amount in excess of what we understood the 

estimate to be, that being ap~oximately $1,400,000. 

The second bidder was substantially higher than that: It was 

for approximately $2,265,000. · I understarrl there were 0«> other bids 

submitted, but I do not know the amounts involved in those bids. 

The low bidder apparently does other· work for the Department, 

and is known to the . Department. In fact, from · information I have 

received and fran carmunication I have ha] with the Cclilnissioner's 

office, this canpany is presently involved in \tK>rk for the State of New 

Jersey. 

The initial newspaper reports, talking about the delay of 

this contract,· indicated there may be a financial question regarding 

the wherewithal of the low bidder to actually fulfill the contract 
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-obligations. . '!bat issue was raised. After checking, we find that this 

canpany is prosperiD] am can;yi.BJ' on its routine 'business in a manner, 

described to me by personnel of the canpany, as •successfully as ever.• 

In_ fact, ·things were ·better for then thari· ever. 

Of _. course, I ·am not privy- to: -·the inner · workings of · the 

Department,· nor. the rationale for the decision made, with regatd to the 

rejection of the -low bidder. Apparently there was then sane kind of 

withdrawal. 

Let me discuss that issue at the- outset. I see sane people--
. ' . . 

- here who I know have experience in CO\.Dlty am ml.Ulicipal governments, 

. and they are familiar wi t:h the public bidding laws, laws that we in the 

Legislature have imposed_ on the. various levels of - government, 
. . . . . . 

particularly counties and municipalities_ through our Public Contracts 

Law. There are requirements for certain things, sudl as the sutmission 

of a bond with the bid -- the posting -of performance bonds _ ..... _ and 

certain penalties imposed _upon the withdrawal.· In_ other words, the 

basic rule, or the basic law in New Jersey is, if one is the low 

bidder, .he cannot Wlilaterally dO anythin.J about that. We have a free 

enterprise system -- thank God we do -- and with regard to oampetitive 

biddi~, if people subnit their bids am if they are the low bidder, 

-they run all. the normal anticipated financial J:isks that we accept as _ 

normal _in our free enterprise systen, with everythin.;J that entails. 

Apparently, in this case there was an allowance -- an 

''absolution," if you will - of not requiriD3 the low bidder to fulfill 

- his bid, and allow~ng him to ul_t-imately withdraw- the bid with no 

penalty- imposed. Fran· what I · under;stand, the Department of 

Transportation, operating under Title 27 of :our Statues, is di'fferent 
. . 

fran local gover~nt. It is -different to the_ extent that it requires 

not only the bid bond that we are used to in county and municipal 

governments, but it requires a higher bom than is. nonnally required. 

The risk in the -normal statutory law of our . State covering 

public contracts is- forfeiture for refusal _or attempted withdrawal of a 

bid. tn fact, case law inqicates that there is an allowance for a 

withdrawal of a low bid_ only · if there is a bilateral mistake. 'lb my -

knowledge that has not occurred _here. '!here was a claim of a 
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unilateral error, which should put the canpany making that claim at 

risk, if not to require then to perfonn the contract at -the bid price, 

then certainly, through the power of the Department - through the 

Deputy Attorney General or the Attorney General's office itself - to 

_.seek catpensation. 

Now, the rationale behind requiring - _once again, for those. · 

of us who drew up the Public Contract Law -- forfeiture, or sane kind 

of movement or execution, if you will, up:>n bid bonds, if there is a 

default or a refusal on the part of the low bidder to .carry out the 

contract, arxl the second lowest bidder is awarded · the contract, the . 

State-- the public; the taxpayers - be made whole. They at least can 

·get back sane noney fran the defaultiBJ bidder, fran the bidder who. bid 

in error and was at risk. That is the whole rationale behind it. It 

is the only canpelliBJ factor or at least the major canpelliBJ factor 

in why we require bid bonds. 

That was not. done in .this case, aoo· certainly I think it is a 

perplexing situation as to why the State did not attempt to make its 

taxpayers whole by moviBJ against the defaulting, the low bidder, in 

· this case. 

So, we nON have a situation where the work is apparently 

going to be done by the second lowest bidder, who bid approximately 

$900,000 higher than the low bid. This, of course, is 100 ard sate odd 

percent higher than the estimate done by the Depart.ment which we · 

discussed last year. 

The third thing is, there was . no action against - the 

defaulting, or the wi thdrawil'¥3, bidder. Why they were. allowed to 

withdraw is not known. As to the question of their canpetence and 

ability, or whether they had the material, supplies, aoo manpower to do 

it, apparently they are doing substantial work fOr the Department now. 

Of course, the last factor is probably the rost grating 

factor of all: we are now told that notwithstanding all of the 

protestations aoo pranises made with regard-- And, they were not just 

promises made because of pressure; they were a commitment. Let me put 

it that way. They were not just a ccmnitment to the people of District 

19. we are just minority users, if you will. We use it very, very 
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naninally in the totality of the use of this bridge1 it is a major 

thoroughfare in the State of New Jersey. . It is the only artery· for 

ccmnercial traffic bebleen f.biiOOUth, ·OcE!an and Atlantic CoWlties on the 

eastern perimeter, ·am all of North Jersey. It is important that this · 

work be done before the winter axiles upon us. 
Of course, it- is ultimately important that this bridge ·be 

reconstructed because· traffic . is not going to diminish on this 

thoroughfare, ·it is goi01 to increaSe• Now we are told the. work· will 

not begin in September, as the carmitment was made -- and as the bid 

specifications required - but,. rather1 the entire construction will be 

delayed until sane time in the spring~ If that is .true, then the 
. . 

question must arise as to 'tiny the matter is not beiBJ re-bid in its 

·entirety. 

I ~ sorry I · have to care here · am ·raise so many questions 

without ··giving answers. I hope these hear;ing · will bring about sane 

answers to· these questions. 

In closing, and before I respond to any questions, it is not. 

a parochial, provincial issue of service between two. caununities in a 

·given county, or a given district. ·This is a question of the ability 

of ail camtercial traffic to 'proceed. in a nor~south, south-north 

direction on the eastern border of this State. That is why this is so 
important, am ·that is why· we can't delay- It is safety. . If we are 

to ·delay, I cannot even conjure up an answer as to why the matter will 

. not be subnitted for reevaluation, or sutxnitted, once again, to public 

bidding, which is at the heart and soul of our Public Contracts Law. I 

thank you for this opportunity. I hope I didn't impose upon -you too 

·long. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: D:>. any members of the Canmittee. have a 

question at this point? (negative resp:>nse) There are no questions· at 

this point. '!hank. you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: · If your schedule permits, Mr. Speaker, you 

might want_ to stay . arourxi because sate of the responses by the 

Department may erigender some questions we would like to ask you. 

ASSfMBI,YMAN KARCHER: Certainly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: we will next~ hear fran Corrmissioner 

Bodman am his staff. 
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CXIIMISSiamR 

for--
Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. '!hank you 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: WOuld you. like a statement first? I 

guess we can then get into. the questions. 

CCJt1MISSIONER IDJtiAN: Not really. I think. we all kl'lai Wny we 
are here, and I think it might be _best just to get into the gist of the 

issue, if we may. I thank you for the opportunity. I agree with much 

of what the Speaker said, certainly regarding the need to do repair 

work on the Edison Bridge. 'lbere was, sane factually incorrect 
information given. I brought along with me a 36-year employee of the 

State Department of Transportation, Asst. Ccmnissioner of Operations 

and Engineering, Mr. Jack Freidenrich, who also serves as State Highway 

Engineer. It is within his responsibilities to deal with questions of 

bidding and the process. 

I think it may be helpful to go through nore or less a 

generic discussion as to the process, and then perhaps a specific 

discussion, if we may, as to the particular instance here, if that is 

acceptable to you, Mr. Chairman. 

_ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: ·Fine. Why don't you start out with what 

the bids require, and then you can go fran there. Let's start out with 

the document. 

MBr. CXIIMISSI<Ima JACK FREIDBNRICB: It might be useful as background 

information to just say a few things about the Department's 

pre-qualification procedure. This is a statutory requirement that 

every contractor must pre-qualify with- the Department prior to 

subnittit¥3 a bid for a project which we advertise. 

Simply stated, that pr~ualification procedure requires a 

contractor to sut;lnit a statement of his J?aSt experience aoo of his 

financial assets. The Statutory Pre-qualification Oommittee within the 

Department then evaluates that application and establishes a rating for 

the type. of work that contractor would be permitted to undertake for 

the Department. It also establishes a range of financial values that 

the Department will allow that ·contractor to undertake for the 

Department. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Please be a little bit m::>re specific in 

that area, recognizi03 the fact that l don't underst.am what you are 

talking about. other ·people might understand, but I will tell you when 

I ·do not. What is the range? 

ASST. CXl4MI~SicmR FRE'xDENRICH:_- Well, the ranges could be_ 

·anywhere fran $100,000. to $500,000, or to a- range of ewer $25 million. 

IJhat is a function of the financial assets ·the contractor indicates. on 

his pre-qualification application he has available, am our Bureau of 
. . . 

Contract Administration ·dlecks all of that out • 

. ASSEMBLYMAN ·BRYANT: ls that bondin:J capacity, · or is that in 

terms of assets? 

ASST. CD1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: The number I mentioned . is 

the maximum amount of work that contractor can bid to perform for the 

Department. It is a flD'lctioo of his financial assets. 

· · ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Okay. Are they reviewed? How often are. 

they reviewed? 

ASST ~ CCMMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: A contractor must renew his 

pre-qualification every lS nonths, which; ~- a practical matter, means -

·that he must sul::mit a· renewal application every 12 ronths, because it 

requires sane accol.Dlting infonnat_ion whidl must accanpany that 

application. 

In addition, with each bid the contractor sul:tnits, he must 

submit an updated financial statement as of the date of sut:mission of 

that bid, whidl takes into accol.Dlt - or whidl indicates --- work 

obligations he has undertaken since the . time ·his pre-qualification 

application Was sUbnitted ·and the ·tine he is actually- sutmitti03 the. 

bid for a specific project. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: · If a contractor . is growing, can he get 

an amendment on his 12-ronth period? Let's asswne my financial picture 

changes drastically wi_thin 12 nonths, and I am stuck with $1.00,000; 

however, all of a sudden, I made $30 million the the last year. V«:>uld 

I be stuckwith $100,000 for the whole year? 

ASST. t'C:MMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: A contractor can re-suani t 

. additional infonnation, · requests, and upgrading of his 

pre-qualification rating at any time. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Does the opposite happen? Let's assume 

a contractor has an excellent rating, but we becane aware of conditions 

that could have forced that rating to go down. Do we require him to 

re-sul:Jnit? 

ASST. CD1MISSICJmR FREIDENRICH: · That is \\tty he is required 

to submit an updated financial statement with the s~ssion of every 

bid. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Okay. 

A$To CCHUSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: . Getting to the specific 

project, we received bids for this project on August 1. There were 

four bids received. 'lhe low bidder was Pressure Concrete, am there . 

were three other bids. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Since you gave us this information, why 

don't you give us his rating am· the range so we keep it consistent, 

and we know what we are talking about? 

ASST. CG!MISSICNER FREIDENRICH: The bidder who was 

designated at the bid table as the apparent low bidder was Pressure 

Concrete, am their financial rating - if my mennry serves me right -

was between $6 million and $8 million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: What was their range, or is that the 

rating also? 

ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Between $6 million and $8 

million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: SO, it is the same thing? In other 

words, range and rating are the same thing? 

ASST. CG!MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: No •. They are rated for the 

type of work they can do. It was apparent that they demonstrated the 

eXperience to do the type of work for \ltlich they were. biddiBJ on this 

project. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Okay. woo was the secooo low bidder? 

ASST. CDIMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: 'lhe second. low bidder was 

Schiavone Construction Conpany, aoo their financial . ratir¥3 was in 

excess of $25 million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: That is their range? 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Well, the ranges go up to-

The final range is $25 million and over. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': I am just asking so I ·don't get 

. confused 0 You keep USi01 the words "rating" am "range In and I just 

want to make sure I am consistent~ 'lbeir range was in excess of $25 

million, am they_ .had an ·.~equate rating? I guess that is What you 

call it. 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: .. Yes. They were classified 

for the type ·of work. the particular contract required. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: ·woo was the third. low bidder? 

ASSr. CXJt1MISSICNER FREIDENRICH: 'lbe third low bidder was 
-

Ferchetto Construction canpany, Inc. 
. . . 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANr: And what was their earnings? 

ASST. CC»tiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Mr. Chainnan, I don't have 
. . 

that information because we never got to the question since they never 

came under consideration for award. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Who was the fourth? Probably the same ·. 

thiB] happened with the fourth bidder. 

ASST. O»fiSSIOOER FREIDENR!CH: Yes. The · same thing 

happened to the fourth.. The fourth bidder was Beaver Concrete Breaking 

canpaoy, Inc. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Okay. 1 am just askil'¥] questions, so 

everyone will have the infonnation. 

project? . 

What was the first bid?· What was the low bidder's total bid? 

ASST. cniMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It was $1,467,235. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: The secom low bidder? 

ASST. <Xl-lMlSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It was $2,276,969. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: The third one? 

ASST o <DtMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It was $2, 517, 299. 

ASSEMBLYMAN .BRYANT:· The fourth· one? 

ASST. CCJtOO:SSIOOER FREIPENRICH: It was $2,997 ,669~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Arxl what was the estimate on the 

ASST. CQ.1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: It was $1 , 94 21 505. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Okay o 
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. ASST. CDIMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I might add that the 

Department's engineer's estimate is considered confidential so the 

perspective bidders have no idea of ~at the figure is. 

ASSEltmLYMAN BRYANT: Continue. 

ASST. CDJMISSIC.tiER FREIDENRICH: When we receive bids, they 

are opene:t in public at the table. All of the total costs bid by the 

contractors who submit a bid .are read at the table, and the lowest one 

is designated as the apparent low bidder. In this case, Pressure 

Concrete and Grouting Cclnpany was obviously the lowest apparent bidder o 

I might also ackl for the infonnation of the C<mnittee that 

when we receive bids, there is at the bidding table a microfilming . 

machine, aoo the contractor's proposal is microfilmed right there so 
there is a duplicate record of what he submitted. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!':· Are bids received arr:I opened on the same 

day? 

ASST. CCJ.tMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Oh, yes. That is the only 

way we take bids. Tqey are all received at the same time, and they are 

opened in public at the sane time for any job. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': And .on the same day? 

ASST. CQ.1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: The sane day, at the same 

time, yes, sir. One foll~ the other. 

After the bids are received, an analysis procedure takes 

place within the Department. I might also add that the procedure is 

meoorialized in a departmental procedure document, which, if I am not 

mistaken, is also made part of the Administrative Code, under the 

Administrative Procedures Act. 

A bid analysis procedure does two things, or it does several 

things. Number one, it checks the contractor's arithmetic. You know, 

the number of units on any particular item, multiplied by the unit cost 

to make sure he didn't inadvertently say two times three is seven. If 

that review uncovers an arithmetical mistake, then that bid is 

recalculated, utilizing the correct arithmetic. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Did we find that happening in any of 

these bids? 

ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Okay. 
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ASST~ CCHtiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: .. The _other things that is 

done is, ·our Bur~au. of Contract Administration analyzes the bids, 

primarily the one of the low bidder, to determine whether, based on his 

updated financial stateme11t ·- contracts on hand, or obligations he ,has 
' ' 

· incurred since he sul:mitted his pr~alification which ga~e him his 

financial rating - he still has sufficient residual financial capacity 

to a:ner the amount of the bid he made on a particular job. 

In· the case ·of the apparent· low bidder, _that analysis 
. . . . 

indicated that he did not have an adequate residual financial capacity 

to umertake the additional work on his bid of $_1,467 ,235. 

Now, almost concurrent- Do you have a question, sir? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: · I want to know what . was in that 
' ' 

analysis. Basically you say_ that he exceeded the 1.6 in his range. 

ASST. 'CGMISSIONER ~IIENRICH: . Six to eight million •. 

_ ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAm': Oh, six to eight million? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH:' Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAm': Okay. What did the ana1ysis shaN? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: The analysis shOwed that he 

did not _have sufficient residual financial capacity after· we deducted 

the obligations, . the work he ha=l uooertaken_ since his original 

pre-qualification rating, to· leave him with a capacity at least as 

great as . the anount of his bid of $1 ,467 ,000. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': All I am asking is, I would like to knON 

_ the canponertts of that. In other words, -it must have shown that he· was 

$8 million over with this bid. Where was he; what was his actual-- Do 

you -know what I an saying? 

ASST. CD1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH :· Between the time he was· 

.given tne _ ra~ing of between $6 million and $8 million, he was the . -

successful bidder and was awarded a contract for the rehabilitation of 

the Route 495 viaduct goi113 into the Lincoln Tunnel. 

ASSEMBLYMAN _BRYAN!': ln other \IIJOrds you evidently- Sanebody 

actually put numbers together. I just want to know what those numbers 

were. 

ASST~ CG1MISSIONER- FREIDENRICH: 

maximum financial_ rating. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': I dOn' .t want ·to know how the procedure 

works; I want to Jmow what the numbers were. What did the document 

establish?. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: He just told you. ·It was $8 million for 

the viaduct, and $1.4 million for this job. That made it $9.4 million, 

right? 

ASST. CGIMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. He had canpleted sane 
·of the work on the viaduct. The viaduct was about - as I recall - an 

$8 million project. He had oanpleted sane of. the work there, which 

reduced his obligation to that job, but he-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: How ·much? Do you recall? 

ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: Pardon me? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Do you recall? 

. ASST. CGJMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: No~ All those numbers are 

available, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: But, they are vecy important to us, and I 

will tell. you why. If he did $3 million worth of that job and there 

was only really $5 million carmitted there, an3 if he got a $1.4 

million job here, that is $6.4 million, which is well within his range. 

ASST. CGJMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: · Am then he would have been . 

judged not to have an adequate residual. 

~ISSIONER OOI:MAN: If I may, Mr. Chairman, I don't think 

Mr. Freidenrich has the exact numbers. I am sure we can provide them 

to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: can we get them? '!hat is the heart of 

this hearing, so maybe we should postpone this until we get the 

figures. That is the heart of this hearing. Anyone who knows we are 

talkil'l3 about low bidders would Jmow what we are talkirr:J about. 

CCJt1MISSIONER OOIJt1AN: My staff informs me they are getting 

those exact numbers. We should have them manentarily. 

ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I might also add, for your 

infonnation, gentlemen, that in addition the contractors wtx:> work for 

us also perform work for other public agencies and authorities, they do 

private work, arrl if, indeed, he had undertaken additional obligations 

for either the New Jersey Highway Authority or the New Jersey Turnpike 

Authority, or for sane private finn or developer-
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ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Are- you. made aware of- that kind ·.of thiilg? 

AssT. CQ.1MISSI~ FREIIENRICH: Oh, yes. All of- that iS · 

listed on the updated financial statement submitted with his bid. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: So, you get that periodically. 

ASST. CXJtJMISSl:OOER FREIDENRICH: .NO, we get that with his 

bid. What he subnitted-

ASSEMBLYMAN . BRYANT: ·So __ the ·_ range is all inclusive, 

regardless of whether orie is doiBJ oor work, a municipality's work, a 

county's work. . It is all inclusive. 
ASST. CGMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes.- The range is one of 

financial capacity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I'm confused. Suppose right nON I have $5 

million worth of 't.Ork, . and I have an upward limit, or a range of $6 

million to $8 million. I bid on a ·contract for you, -ani it is $2 

million. I am not up to $7 million. How do you know whether I have 

bid on sanethin:J for the TUrnpike Authority or the SOUth .Jersey Port 

Corporation, or . the Delaware River Port Authority? _Is there· an 

ongoing diSclosure? Just give ne an example. 

- All of us -are pOliticians up here. When . we get a 
. -

_contribution of over · $250 in the- last two . weeks of the campaign, we 

-have to notify ELEC that we got the -contribution so they know what the 

rollin:J funds are. Is there a procedure such as that in your 

Department which tells you that I am bidding on other work and bidding 

successfully. I may now have growth, in a sense, that is astronomical 

because I have a sharp pencil. 

ASST. CCMetiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Assemblyman, the 1Rf we 

· protect that is i when a project is awarded-- -· 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Right. 

ASST. CDIMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Which is based . on. that 

current updated financial statement, am that contract is awarded, as a 

_ 00ndi tion. of ·that ·award,_· the· contractor nust furnish ·a performance ·bond 

which, no matter what happens to him, protects that project• 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: But there is no ongoing disclosure of one's 

successful biddill3 record on other projects while I have. the award with 

you. 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENRlCH: Unless you get~-
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ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Excuse me, just so I am perfectly clear on 

this, if I got the bid fran you on Tuesday, am on Wednesday the Port 

Authority of New York .and New Jersey gave me a $10 million contract; 

unless you reed about it in the papers you wouldn't know about l t. . 

ASST. CXJt1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: '!bat's true.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: 'ltlat' s what I was get:tiBJ to. So, 

potentially there is a problem which is inherent in the system, 

notwithstanding Mr. Schiavone or any other contractor, includi03 · this 

contractor. 

ASST. CG!MISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: we don't see it as a problem 

because I will . tell you that in all the time I have been in the 

Department, and even proceedil'¥3 me because the whole 

pre-qualification process has been required of ·the Department by 

statute lo03 before I came to the Department - once we make an awaro, 
since we have a performance b:>nd-- The time for us to worry about it 

is when we make the award. . If on that day the contractor has 

sufficient financial capacity, as a condition of the award he must 

furnish a. perfonnance oond. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Aren't the subsequent people he bids with 

more at risk than you are? 

ASST. CXJttMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Exactly. As a matter of 

fact, that has happened. In my experience over the last 30 · sanething 

years, there may been a half dozen contractors who have gone bankrupt 

for one reason or" another. In those cases the perfonnance bom was 

used to complete the work of the contract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN roy: So the performance bom is kim of critical 

to the whole process? 

ASST. CCMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. I . might add that· I 

think it is testimony to the process we use that c:Ner all these years 

we are talking about there may have been only one half dozen where we 

have had to go to the performance tx>nd. I think that is testimony to 

the viability of the process the Department has been usil'¥3 all these 

years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN roY:_ Thank you. I an sorry to interrupt; I just 

wanted to get a clarification on that. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': - I want everything to be clear as we go 

along. were there bid bonds r4!quired on each one of these contracts? 

bond? -

ASST~ cntMISSI<:m:R PREI~CH: Yes, bid bonds are required. 

ASSFMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Did. each one of the bidders ·-post ·a bid 

ASST •. CCJtMISSIONER f}miDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: can I just ask one thing for clarity? 

ASS:a.mLYMAN BRYANT: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Several years ago there were sane problems

regardifl1 l:x>ndifl1 canpanies. · Is there nON an examination of the bonds 

themselves? Is that a procedure ~? 

ASST. CCMMISSICNER · FRElDENRICH:- We. satisfy ourselves 

regarding the viability of the l:x>nding o:xnpanies, yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN roY: · There was was no problem with aey of the 

bidders with respect to that? 

ASST. cc:Jt1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: No, sir. 

AC;SEMBLYMAN MILLER: · Wayne, can I ask a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: If his ·residual capacity isn • t great· 

enough to bid, is he still able to get a oond, or is he denied that 
. . . 

bond by the oonding canpany because he doesn't have the residual 

capacity? 

ASST. ~ISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Are you talking about the 

perfonnance booo \ttbich only canes after awards? We never get to that 

question because we won' t make an award if he doesn't have-- You know i · 

it i~ very critical to the integrity of the canpetitive bidding 

structure -that we have a clear set of administrative regulations, . and 

that we adhere to them without any variation. 

So, if a particular situation happens, you can • t say, "well, 

let's reexamine this thing." We have to do it in order to ensure the 

integrity of that process. -

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: Let ~ follow up with this question:. 

You, knowing he doesn • t have the residual capacity, award the bid to 

him· anyway. 

. ASST. ca-iMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: · No, sir. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: I'm saying let's assume that you awarded 

the bid to him. . You then take the risk, do you not, that he is not 

going to be able to get the performance bond? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I would assume that any 

reliable bonding CCilpanY, unless they are satisfied that a particular 

contractor has whatever they look at in order to issue . a performance 

bond, would have to satisfy themselves of that, yes• Because -the 

possibility always exists that, for whatever rea$0ll, the contractor 

might default on the contract and they would be obligated to oanplete 

the work of that contract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: So, what is the next step? we now know 

they ·all subnitted their bids. They were opened, am you did an 

examination of each of the ranges, I guess. 

ASST. CCM-tiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Okay.. . we fourxi that 

Pressure Concrete and Grouting Company did not have sufficient residual 

financial capacity to COYer the bid. 

Concurrently - and what canplicated this particular issue 

-- the contractor submitted a letter. He first contacted our Bureau of 

Contract· Administraton by phone. He then . followed that . up with a 

letter sayin:J that one of his subcontractors made an error in the work 

he was proposing to subcontract, and he requested that he be allowed to 

withdraw his bid because it was lower than he could perfonn the 

contract for. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Maybe I'd better get sate information on 

this. When were the bids received, what time, and where? 

ASST. CGIMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: The bids were received on 

August 1 , 1985 in the hearing roan at the New Jersey Department of 

Transportation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: At what time? 

ASST. CCM4ISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Our bids are. nonnally 

received at 10:00. Sometimes we receive bids on more than one 

contract. · Normally it is never rore than three. So, it was sanetine 

bet\o\'een 1 0: 00 and noon. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Arrl it was Pressure Concrete. Who did 

they call? 
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ASST. cn.t!SSIOOER FREfDENlUCH: · They ··called our Bureau.· of 

Contract· Administration. ·I think the-. particular staff. person they· 

talked tO. was Primitivo Criz. 

5th. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: ·What day was that·· call. made? 

ASST. CD1MISSI<EER FREIDENRICH: I believe it was oo August 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': so, is wasn't ooncurrently • 

. ASST. CCMttiSSIONER FREIIENRICH: Pardon me? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': You· said these.· things happen 

concurrently. As I understam the definition of the word "concurrent," 

it means that -they happened at the same time. 

CGJMISSIONER B:>IJ.JAN: . I think- what the Assistant Ccmni.ssioner 

is referring to, Mr. Chairman, is that in ·the determination of the 

. Department, : there was a problem with the financial capacity occurring 

concurrently with the fact that the apparent low bidder contacted us 

with a request regardin:J his concern. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: He stated the withdrawal and· the 

determination. were mcde concurrently. · · They alloost happened 

concurrently. Concurrently means at the same time. It seems to me 

that between August. 5th. and August 1st there is a four-day span. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: That • s simultaneous in State goveriunent. 

rotMISSIONER OOrx-tAN: Maybe I can· :clarify that. Mr.-

Chairman, · if I may, on . August 1st they received the bids.· My 

understanding is that on August 5th Pressure Concrete was notified of 

this· concern _ _. our concern -- to initial financial capacity. And, 

· . also, on August 5th, we. received an in;~uiry fran then requesting that 

their bid be "whatever," -- reiOOVed or withdrawn. 

So, I think. the Assistant Ccmni.ssioner was ·referring to the 

fact that he. defined ooncurrent as .two circumstances taking place on 

·August 5th: One was our Department's ·determination that there was ·a 

financial c~pacity question; and, concurrent on that same day, the low 

bidder contacting us with his concern. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Well, let's back up because I atn 

confused again. He told me that detennination was made' when they open 

the bids. They have microfilm. 
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ASS'i'.. CCJtlttiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: No, sir. · I 'm sorry. Maybe 

I didn't say it clearly enough. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': ·I can understand that. What does ·the 

microfilm do? You said when yoo open the bids, yoo take the microfilm 

and you do sanething. I thought that happened when you opened the 

bids. 

ASST. CXJt1MISSI~ FREIDENRICH: Mr. Olairman, if you will 

bear with me for a manent, the minute we open the contractor's bid in 

public,· we i.Jmnediately microfilm it. That makes a record of just what 

he _subnitted. 

All of · the bids -- · the . total prices bid by all of the 

contractors - are reed in public. The lowest aroount read is then 

obviously the apparent low bidder. 

I then indicated . that the next process is to make several 

reviews . within the Department. Now, they don't happen 

instantaneously. I told you that one of the things that happens is all 

of the bids go up to our Accounting Department, and they check all of 

the · ari t.hnetic to · see whether it · was properly· · perfonned in the 

_.contractor' s bid. 

Another review made is done in our Bureau of Contract 

Administration· to determine whether, ba$ed on the updated financial 

statement sul:mitted with the contractor's bid, he has enough residual 

financial capacity to oover the amount of the bid he.made. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: When was that determination made? I 

understand now. What day was that? 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: When was it made? It was 

made sometime between August 1st, which was a Thursday, and August 5th, 

which was 'llhen the contractor was notified that a review of his 

residual capacity indicated that it was inadequate to cover the amount 

of his bid. 

CCJtJMISSIONER ~= Again, Mr. Chairman, August 1st 

happened to be a 'nlursday. Obviously there was then a weekend; August 

3rd and 4th were a Saturday and Sunday. August 5th was on r-t>nday. So, 

there was a weekend in the middle there. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: · Assuming that the man did not have the 

residual to cover his obligatioo, he was off by one-half ·million 

dollars, and he said, •wi thdraw .this.. Cne-half million dollars still 

did not brirr:J him within his residual. WOUld yoo not have reject~ him . 

anyway?· 

ASST. CCJ.1MISSIONER FREIIENRICH: You don't ever get tO any 
. . 

further· question. I. might cdi, . that is wat; I started· to explain. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: If I may, just one thing. 

ASST. CXH-t!SSI<H:R FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: What· I see here is, if in fact he had 

the residual to cover his bid, regardless of·whether he made amistake. 

or not, am included $375,000. that shouldn't have been - or should 

have been ---·then you ~uld have been in a different position, wouldn't 

you? Because then yoo would say; •aey, you are stuck with it, Mister, 

_ because you bid on it. You have the residual and you are stuck with 

it. That. s your problem. n 

ASST. CXH-t!SSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Generally you are right, 

with this eXCeption, sir: ·There .are s-ituations -- aoo, for these kinds 

_ of determinations ~e seek the. advice. of the Attorney General's office 

-- where an error in a bid, dependirr:J · on the nature of that error, 

will, with advice fran the Attorney General's office, would allow us to 

let the contractor who made the error -~ depending upon the nature of 

the error - to withdraw the bid. 'lt)at only happens after a hearing 

am an analysis by the Deputy Attorney General that provides legal 

services to our Department. 

In this particular instance, basEd on the advice of the 

Deputy Attorney General, we never got to that question •. Based on the 

fact· that the contractor did not have sufficient residual financial 

capacity to cover his bid, that required us to reject the bid and the 

secol'Xi question becarre f((X)t. 
- . 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAm': · What happened first? Did we call him to 
' . . . 

let him )mow he had problems with his residual, or did he call to teli 

us.he made a mistake? 

ASST. CCM4ISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That is where I used the 

term concurrently. 

Administration 

On August 5, 1985, our Bureau of Contract 
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. ; . · ... ~ .. 

notified Pressure Concrete of their financial capacity determination, 

and on August 5th, the sane day, we received a letter fran- I don't 

recall now whether we received a letter, or whether he came into a 

meetill3 aoo requested that he be allowed to withdraw his bid. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Mr. Freidenrich, do _these o:>ntractors know 

what their range is? 

ASST. CXJ.MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Then . why would they bid if they know if 

they got the award, or the contract, it would be outside their range? 

I mean in preparirY3 the bid specifications am the bid documents, and 

after going out and paying for a bond, why would saneone who knew he 

ha::I a certain range am had a· certain cuoount of range eaten up· alrecdy, 

bid on a contract that he knew - even at a mistaken bid price -- would 

put him outside of his· range am autanatically disqualify him? That • s 

wasting thousands of dollars of employees' time, paying the premium for 

a bid booo, am things like that •. Why would they do that? 

ASST. CCJ.IMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I. can't ·answer why they 

would do it. It happens occasionally. What I will tell you though is 

that when we run into that situation,· we notify the contractor and 

advise him of it. We then allCM him an opportunity to provide either 

an additional line of credit or additional infonnation -- whatever -

that might have sate impact on our calculations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ~= If his grandmother died -that day and left 

him $1 million, he suddenly has greater financial capacity. 

ASST. a:J.1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Exactly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: All right.· 

.ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: That gets back to my question regarding 

the 5th. We didn't reject his bid; he was just notified that he hcd a 

problem. 

ASST. CCJ.!MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That is right. 

CCJ.tM!SSIONER OOIJt1AN: That' s cOrrect. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: AOO then he called in an1 said he made a 

mistake on the same day. 

ASST •. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That is right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Now I need to know when we rejected his 

bid. 
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ASST. CCle1MISSI<EER FREIDENRIC8: The response I just· gave to 

Assemblyman Fay _was, when we notified him that he did not have adequate 

residual financial capacl ty on our records, we . provided him with an 
. . . . -

opportunity to augment that, be it by an additional line. or credit, or. 

additional information ·which WOUld_· ~;satisfy us that he had sufficient, 

· adequate, financial resources. ·He did not elect to provide that 

infonnation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': What would be the position of the State 
. . 

of New Jersey? He. posted a bid. bond, right? 

ASST. WMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT:· we accepted the bid? 

ASST. CCJ.tMISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: · Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Could we have gone after the bid bond? 

ASST. CGJMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That calls for a legal 

eonclusion. I am not an attorney. Based on the· advice of our 

attorneys, my guess is that we could not. We never got to the second 
' . . 

question of his request to withdraw. We were· advised-- As a matter of 

fact, I wrote. a letter to the oontractor based On that advice, telling 
' ' ' 

him that his -bid was rejected because he did · not have sufficient 

residual financial capacity. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANl': We don't Jmow ·how much he missed that 

_financial capacity by, db we? IX> we have that infonnation yet? 

AssT. W1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I am sure . we have that 

· infonnation. _ I would venture to say that it _is not pertinent. . If he 

. didn't have it, he didn't have it. In our analysis there is ncr-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: If he was close- Let's say $B million was 

his upper limit and this bid, even in its mistaken fashion, put him at 

$8.5 million. In the context of an $8 million dollar contract, 

$500,000 is not a lot of ooney.- Wit.h an $8 million dollar capacity, it 

is not a lot of noney if one tried to go out am get additional noney. 

You said he elected not to do it. Isn't that really giving 

him an advantageous p:>si tion insofar as escapiBJ fran his obligations · 

under this . contract is concerned? I mean, mistakes are· made in 

construction biddiBJ all the time. This contract, by virtue of the 

fact that he was allowed out, is going to oost_the State of New Jersey 
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$900,000 more in work, and it has effectuated a several-IOOnth delay in 

terms of the ~licatian of driver safety over that brLdge. 

I am a 1 i ttle concerned that maybe we Were too easy on this 

guy. Maybe we should have care down haro an him, and given the 

contract to saneone else to do in the meantime, and let him take his 

shots at us. We have a canpetent legal staff in the Attorney General's 

office to deal with these debts. 

ASST. CGM!SSIONER FREIIENRICH: We do. I think they are· 

extremely competent, ·and it is based on that competent advice that I 

did exactly what I did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: '!bey told you? '!be Attorney General's 

office told yoo to let him get out of the contract by allowiR3 him not 

to submit additional documentation? He made an election; we gave him 

. the opportunity to make that election, didn't we? 

ASST. CXJ.OO:SSIONER FREIDENRICH: . We didn't give him the 

opportunity. First of all, the probability of a situation sudl as this 

occurring is infinitely small. I have no knowledge in the years I have 

been with the Department of that set of circumstances caning together. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: What Attorney General gave the opinion? 

ASST. CCJ.MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Pardon me? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: The New Jersey Attorney General. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I just want to know what deputy. 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: The Deputy Attorney General 

that provides us with advice in biddiR3 matters is Deputy Attorney 

General, Susan Roop. 

ASSEMBLYI~ BRYANT: She gave the opinion on this case? I · am 

asking about this particular contract • 

. ASST. CCJtMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Roop? 

· ASST. CCH-1ISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: How do you spell that last name? 

ASST. CCDiiSSIONER FREIDEN.tUCH: R-o-o-P. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: was she aware? We are now talking about 

the concurrent situation. We now know a guy has made a financial bid 

and he may have financial problems. We are not sure about how much it 

involved. Also, at the same time, he said he made a mistake. 
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. ASST. CD1MISSiamR FREIDENR!CH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Did she evaluate what that mistake 

meantt what that big nd~take meant to the State of New Jersey? 

ASST. CGIMISSIOOER FREIIENR!CH: My guess is-

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': You said you never ·reached· · tha.t one. 

She never reached it. I .want to know ·if ·she reached it or . if she just 

didn't oonsider it~ 
. . 

ASST. CXJttMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I was goir¥J to tell yoo what 

my guess is. · I guess that question might be riDre properly posed to 

. her. I hate to misrepresent exactly what she did. 

I .will. give you my understanding of what she did, and that 

is, she measured these events against·· t.he existir¥J law g0\7erniR.:) these 

matters, and she provided me with the appropriate legal advice. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: But you told rte that you never got to 

the second event. Did. ~e get to the second event?. 

ASST •. CCMMISSIONER FREIIENRICH: She told me that given the 

sequence of events, you never get to the second question. . 

Perhaps it · would be u8eful if I just rea3 the relatively 

short letter, ·baSed on the end result of my letter to the contractor. 

ASS~YMAN BRYANT: 'We would like to have that sut:mitted for 

. the record. You can read it, .but we would also like· you to sutxnit .it. 

ASST. ca+tlSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Okay. It is addressed to 

. Pressure Concrete .and Grouting· caopany: "By. letter of August 5, 1985, 

your firm was notified by the . Bureau of . Contract Administration that 

review of the updated financial statement, Form OC7(b)4(b), submitted 

with_ your bid, revealed that your organization did not have sufficient 

capacity to cover. the· total amount bid. 'Ibis was based on the fact 
. . 

that the dollar anount of contracts on ham for yc;>ur finn had increased 

significantly since ·the· time of your classification with this 

Department. · 

"By the same letter, your firm was afforded an opportunity to 

sutmit. additional lines of. credit, or to canplete the financial 

statement, B(c)74(b), in its entiretyto provide justification for the 

· termination of . financial res{X>nsibility for award of Route u.s. 9, 

Section 1(e) contract. 
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"By .letter of August 13, 1985, you informed the Bureau of 

COntract Administration that you hc:d been aggressively reduci113 your · 

· backlog of uncanpleted work, and chose not to provide additional lines 

of credit or to submit with that letter a ~lete financial statement, 

B(c)74(b). 

"We must, therefore, inform you that the Department does oot 

find your financial capacity sufficient to justify award of ~ute u.s. 
9, ·Section l(e) contract to your firm. 

"Therefore, your bid, submitted on August 1, 1985, has been 

rejected and Schiavone Construction canpany has been named apparent 

.lowest responsible bidder. 

"Please note that future bids sul:xnitted by your firm without 

significant reduction in the · dollar value of your contracts to be 

canpleted, or proof of financial capacity, as verified by the financial 

information submitted with your bid, may result in similar action by 

this Department. 

"By letter of August 5, 1985, your firm notified this 

Department that be.cause of errors alleged to have been made in the 

preparation of your bid, you wish to be allowed to withdraw your bid 

proposal. The rejection of your bid on the basis of insufficient 

financial capacity renders unnecessary further departmental 

consideration of this request." 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: What was the date of that letter, just 

so we have it? 

ASST. <DtMISSICNER FREIDENRICH '!bat letter is. dated August 

22, 1985. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Okay. Maybe I misunderstand the date. 

·Now, did they call arrl say they ha:l been aggressively reduciB3 their 

backlog? According to that letter, that is what they stated, which 

would mean their financial .. capacity should be increased. 

What was the nature of his letter regarding the mistakes? 

ASST. CCMtiiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: The letter is fran the 

contractor to the O'lief of our Bureau of Contract Administration in the 

Department, which is in resp:>nse to his notifyi03 then that they didn't 

have adequate residual financial capacity and providing them an 
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. . ·. . ~ 

opp:>rtunity to provide either an additional line of credit or a new 

financial statement. He responded: 

"We- ackn0t1ledge reCeipt of yol1r letter dated August 5, 1985 

in which you state that due ·to ~ significant increase in our 

outstanding oontracts to be canpleted · since the time of our 

pre-qualification, you ~st that we provide an additional line of 

credit to i_nc~ease our financial capacity, _ or state that our financial 

posi t:i.on haS changed Sub5.tantially 1 _ a00 thUS display Our ability to 

finance this project. 

"we are aware that your letter was written prior to our 

notification to your office that our proposal contained certain items 

of ~rk whiCh were ani tted .an:3 · which totaled a substantial value, arii; 

therefore, we· have requested pennission to withdraw our proposal and be 

relieved of any cOntractual responsibilities relative to this project. 

"l can, therefore, only answer your letter of August 5th with 

. regard to our financial plan to perfonn .the above ·referenced contract 

as if there were no anissioo and we were satisfied with our bid 

proposal price, am state that we· have been aggressively reduci113 our 

backlog of tmcanpleted work 1 and therefore, would propose to ccmplete 

the abOve referenced project without providi113 additional lines of 

_credit assigned specifically for this project." 
. . 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: What date is that? 

ASST. <::<M-USSICM:R FREIDENRICH: That is August 13, 1985. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': May we please . have a copy of that for 

the . record too? 

ASST. CCBtiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: · Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: If I understand that representation to the 

Department, he then is :sayiBJ that he has either canpleted ~rk and · 

been paid for other ~rk, 'which now reduces his cxmnitments elsewhere 

am brirtgs him within line •. Notwithstandi113 the fact that he wants to 

get out' of the contract,. he feels that if he had to go through with the 

contract,· he ~uld be Within the rar¥Je. Isn't that what he just told 

you? 

ASST • . CGtMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I don't know what he was 

trying to tell us, Assemblyman. If that is what he wanted to tell us, 
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in accordance with the request to him, he could have provided an 

entirely new financial statement, which would have -indicated how much 
- -

outstanding work he still had left to do, as opp:>sed to that which had 

been indicated on the updated financial statement that he had submitted 

with his bid. Or, he could have sul:Jnitted to us an additional line of 

credit. Just a statement that, "I expect to reduce my outstanding · 

obligations, n doesn't meet our criteria for ·responsiveness to that 

issue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FUY: Right. But, do you get the same .inpression 

that I get fran the letter? That he is tryi03 to, in sane fashion, 

tell you, "well, things are a little better now, and we would qualify 

if I really wanted the job." 

You don't have to draw a conclusion. 

ASST. Ca.JMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I try not to. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FUY: My suggestion is to really get to the meat 

of that issue, we ought to have that person here to answer sane 

questions at sane future hearing. 'Itlis is a whole big can of worms, 

and we have -to get -to the bot tan of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I. agree.· Mr. Penn has a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PENN: Yes, I have a question. 'Actually, when 

you went through your process before, you said you had the . bid 

openings, aoo the bids were then placed before everyone. Then they -

went to accounting to see where they stood. 

So, the day Pressure was mentioned, they were only the 

apparent low bidder. They- were never really awarded anything at that 

time. Is that correct? 

ASST. miMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: That is exactly right. 

ASSE1-1BLYMAN PENN: So, then later on, yoo went in aro did the 

financial analysis and found-that they really didn't meet the criteria 

of the State.- They fell irrbetween -the cracks; therefore, their bid 

was never really accepted. 

ASST. CGJMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That is exactly right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PENN: So, what we are talking about here is a 

bid that never happened. They were rejected like the three other 

bids. Is that correct? For one reason or another? 
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'!he other three bidders ASST. C<:Ht!SSIGER -FREIDENRICH: 

~ren't rejected. They were just not

ASSEMBLYMAN PENN:- Not oonsidered• 

ASST. CCMttiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PENN: And, he was· not considered because . he · 

didn't meet the _financial criteria that was specified by the 

Department. . Is that oorrect? 

ASST. CCHUSSIONER FREIDENRICH: · Yes, that is correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PENN: All right. '!hank you • 

. ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Mr. Hardwick, do you have a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HARrMICK: Yes, would you mind, Mr. · Olairman? 

Carmi!:;sioner, would you clarify sanethiBJ for me? I an not an attorney . 

like the Committee Chairman _ and Mr. Foy, but in the event that· the 

bidder ha:l adequate resources -and capacity, you es~iinated that the 

bridge project would ·be $1.9 million. '!he second bid was $2.27 

million, so it was higher than your est~te. 

This bid is obviously extr~ly low at $1.467 million. In· 

those cases where, goirg back for many years-· In another ·case law, a 

major error was made in bidding. . Is this a situation where the State 
. . 

may have rejected the bid on his application? The State is . not 

deliberately trying to ·bankrupt firms. · '!be State is trying to get the 

nost efficient am lONe.st bid, consistent with the public's -interest. 

Isn't this the kind of · case where even if he had had . 

sufficient capacity, when he came back and said a subcontractor had 

made an error, and you see that he is· $5001 000, or a third below your 

estimate, clearly he -is way off the mark fran everyone else? What was 

your reaction as. to · 'ltlether or not the bid would have been rejected ·_ 

even if he h~ ·ha:t adequate financial capacity? 

ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Well, Assemblyman, if that· 

hcd been the only issue,_ if the financial capacity issue wasn't there, 
. . . . 

and. if he had sufficifent residual capacity, what would have resulted in 

_ the· normal process. is, ~ause of his request, we would have ·prcwided 

h~ an opportunity to have a hearing to demonstrate to us the nature of 

the error · he made. 
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Sitting at that hearing would be a Depu_ty Attorney General, 

as well. we would consider that testiJOOny am with the advice of 

counsel, we would make a _determination whether the facts surrounding 

. this particular situation warranted allowiBJ him to withdraw his bid, 

or in the alternative, warranted insisting that he perform the work for 

that bid. 

If you want an educated guess on my part, had we gotten to 

· that, based on the fact that it was an oversight, arXi absent any uore 

infonnation than what may have been forthcaning at a hearing, under 

those circumstances, we would have insisted that he perform. 

There are other circumstances. '!his doesn't happen very 

often. The last one I recall goes back-- Well, we recently had one on 

a local aid project where the contractor insisted he made a mistake. 

we had a hearing, am ·we asked him to perform. He appealed to the 

Appellate Court, and, if my understanding is right, they confirmed our 

decision, am he is presently seekir¥J a further appeal. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAIDliCK: So, in doing your job on behalf of the 

State, . you could well rule that he would have to perform, t>ut he would 

have a basis to go into court, and then a cburt of equity says whether 

or n6t he would have to perform. 

ASST. m1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: He has further remedy to the 

Appellate Court. 

ASSEMBLYMA..~ HARJJtliCK: Or not to accept your remedy and go 

into court. Based on case law, it may or may not be rejected, but it 

could well be. 

ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: In. another case sane years 

ago, a contractor submitted a bid. 

am decimal p:>int was misplaced. 

There was a clerical error made, 

After hearings - this goes back 

quite a few years ago; I personally wasn't involved in that, but I am 

aware of the . case -. it was judged to be clearly insistiBJ on 

performance. There were several millions of dollars involved. It 

would have bankrupted the contractor, and it wouldn't have given us the 

project. In that case, upon advice of counsel, the Department agreed . 

to allow that bid to be withdraw. 
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Each· c>ne is judged on its own merits after· a hearing is 

made. But, I must repeat, based oo legal advice in the particular 

situation here, the . bid had to be rejected. We never got to the. second 

question. 

- ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Mr. Chailman, do you know what the specific. 

Cinission was Of th~ I'm sorry, do you have another question?. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BARrMICK: Go ahead, I'll wait. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I just_. wondered what specifically it was 

that ·was anitted. Did he get the price on the piece of steel, or did 

his subcontractor not bid oo a p:>rtion of the work that was specified? 

ASST • CCJ.1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It was my understanding that 

there· was eertain work to be included in the costs of a particular i tern 

which he apparently -·allegedly -- overlooked, and, therefore, did not 

bid. His subcontractor. did .not give him a price adequate to cover the 

work. 

He sutmitted a letter on that basis. He said, "We 

inadvertently anitted the following required \tK)rk fran Bid Item #72." 

Then he outlined· three pieces· of. work that the contract documents 

required, the cost of which s~uld be included· in the bid item. He· 

overlooked them, aoo as a result, the arrbtmt he bid for that item-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: And, it was work that was absolutely 

essential to the construction .of the-bridge. 

ASST. ruJMISSIOOER FREIOENRICH: Cll, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: It was not add-on or deducts or anything 

like that. 

ASST. ·cCJttMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: No, no. we don't have those 

kinds of bids. They are prevalent, I know, in building construction, 

but not in our highway contracts. 

A9SEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Ik> we have an estimate on what those 

items he listed cost? . 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Yes, . What · was your engineer's estimate on 

the value of ·those items in the contract? What c]id your engineer say 

they might. be worth? He left $900,000 on the table,. but if those items 

were only worth $100,000--

ASST. CGiMISSIONER FREIDENR!CH: He says in his letter, 11The 

. value of the above listed anitted items is approximately $375,000." 
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ASSEMBLYMAN roY: Cl'l, $375,000. N'lat did your engineer 

estimate those i teJI5 would be? n:> you have any idea? can you give us 

those figures? 

. ASST. C<JttMl:SSIONER FREIDENRICH: We have estimates ·for the 

total i tern. I would have to go back and check with staff to see 

whether they have it broken down into all of the elements. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I think. that would be useful information 

because he says he values then at $375,000. He may have $275,000 of 

profit built into that. Your engineer may have said they are only 

worth $1 00,000. Then that makes a big . difference about what that 

unilateral mistake really amounted to in order to allow him to escape 

fran his contract. It is im~,X>rtant to me. 

ASST. ro1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: . I find· it im~,X>rtant to 

repeat because the process has to be dealt with even-handedly under all 

conditions. When. he did not have adequate residual financial capacity 

and did not prooide the additional financial capacity, it was a 

non-:-bid. His bid had to be rejected. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: We will deal with that later with the 

Attorney General because it seems to be sort of · a chicken-and-egg 

argument. If, simultaneously, he called am said he made a major 

mistake, we knew that, and it could save us $500,000 or $600,000 1 it 

would seem to me that the ·Attorney General·, in -the interest of the 

State, might have wanted to force more infonnation in terms of his 

financial capacity. If I made that kim of mistake and I was held to 

that contract, I wouldn't provide you anything either. 

But, it could have saved the State of New Jersey $600,000. I 

think the Attorney General 's- You are telling me that their opinion 

was, "Let's not even look at that side of it." Yet, he has also given 

us information that he did have novement in his contracts that might 

have given us that financial capacity. It seems as if we may have 

wanted to bring that in, because now you have put a person. in a 

situation where he discovered he made a major mistake, aoo yet on the 

other hand, you say to him, "Tell me you want the bid." 

No one in his right mioo who has made a $300,000 mistake is· 

going to give you additional information to get a bid that he is going 

to lose that noney on. 
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Fran the State's standpoint, if it could have saved us 

$600,000, we should have- looked at- that because it happened again. 

Your word was "concurrently. • ·. It' all happened oo August 5.th. 

I want to · -koow· the date of that letter because that is 

another letter he just read .fran. we would like to have it for the 

record. It is a different letter.-· 

ASST. CDIMISSI<H!R FREIDENRICH: 'ltlat letter is August 5th. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: That is the August 5th letter? 

ASST. CDJMISSI~ FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: May we have that subnitted for the 

. record also? 

ASST. CCJ.tMISSIONER. FREIDENRICH: Sure~. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY.: You' 11 get us your engineers' estimates on 

· - those various individual items? 

ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Pardon? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: You will provide us with the engineers' 

· estimates on those various items? You see, he has estimated that these_ 

things he couldn't do, which were anitted, are valued at $375,000 in 

his mind. we need to· know what they are in your engineers' minds and 

in the- specifications. 

CCMMISSIOOER ·ootJ.tAN: Again, not being familiar with- this, we 

will qo- our best certainly to give you the information you seek. I 

would -guess, however-_ _ I don't know if we break it dONrl in out 

engineers' estimates the s_ane way they have here, so there may be a 

discrepancy fran that perspective. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: , All right. Just do the best you can. _ That. 

is ·all we- are asking. · 

·ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Mr •. Miller has a question. 

_ ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: Let's .make the assumption that- the _man 
didn't make a mistake of $375,000. It was just a clean bid. It came 

. , 

-in; the man didn't have the capacity to handle the thing. You sent him 

a letter saying, "Hey, get it up. _ Let us know where you stand." You 

weren't- in any tx>Si tion to insist upon it~ If the man doesn It want to 

seoo it·-· in, he is not gbirl3 to seoo it. in, 5o therefore, you would 

reject the bid outright. 

ASST. CCX+iiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes, sir. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: So, it seems that we are trying to make 

the determination, was the bid rejected because you didn't have the 

. capacity, or was it rejected because he made a mistake and saneone did 

him a favor? I would say it is a lOOOt p:>int as far as the $375,000 is 

concerned because you didn't have the other to start with. You can't 

force him to give you the other, and if you can't force him, you have 

· nothing. If you werit the other way and , gave it to him anyhow, ·then . 

whose neck is in a sliB3 if he doesn't _perform? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Well, you WOuld have a performance bond. 

ASSEJt!BLYMAN MILLER: You can't get the performance if, in 

fact, they do--

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Ranges for the Department have nothing 

to do with your ability to get a performance bond. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: · It is not the Department that makes the 

determination on the performance bond. It is that the contractor gets 

the performance bond, arrl up:>n research arrl investigation, if this 

Department says, ·"Wait and minute. QJr research shows this. '!he man 
is short $200 million, or whatever it is,n do you supJ,;X>se a bonding 

house is going to go with it? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I won't argue with you. I' 11 ask the 

. Department the question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLE:R: If you are the bonder, you are not going 

to do it, Mr • Bryant~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: If yoo award the bid, isn't it the 

contractor's responsibility to get the performance bond? 

ASST., CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes, it is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Regardless of your range? 

· ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: We won't award it regardless 

of our range. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I 'rn not asking that· question. My 

question is, that is a self-imposed range by the Department. It is not 

sanething that requires performance bonders . not . _to give perforinance 

oonds. Is that true? 

ASST. Ca.1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: It is a process range 

imposed by the Department so that every bidder out there who bids our 
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contract .knows exactly how that contract is going to be treated 

eVen-harXI_edly so that-· 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!':· Let. me ask a question. J):)es your range 
. .· . . .. . -

stq> a performance· border -- I am askillJ a direct question - fran 

giving a performanee bond? 

. ASST. ~lSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: \\bat I an telliB3 you is; if 

a man ·suani ts--

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Just answer. the question. Does your 

range · tell a. perfonnance oonder that he_ cannot give a performance· bond? 

ASST •. CQttMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: We do not ·tell a bonder 

anything. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: 'lhat is all I want to know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. MILLER:· I find it .hard to understand how you, 

representin:J the State, can take a contract, awat'Q it, arXl t,ake your 

chances on the man getting the bond. 

ASSm.mi,YMAN BRYANT: -No, if he doesn't get a bond, he --can't 

get the contract. '!bat is part of the contract, Mr. Miller. Maybe you 

don't understand that. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN ·MILLER: · Wait a minute. I've been through· it 

.many times. As eight years as a mayor, I've been through this stuff so -

darned many times. I'll tell you, , if saneone made a mistake of 

· $375,000 arx1 he was bondable, he is stuck for $375,000. en the· 

other hand, if ·he is not bondable, we are not going to get involved 

with it. I think what you are doin:J here is-

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: The process· is, you take a bid bond, and 

if you are awarded a bid, then- you must ·show your performance . bond 

before the contract can be let. Isn-'t that true? Regardless _of. your 

limits. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: If you can't get a. bond I you can't get . the 

contract, . even if they make an exception for the bid range. It is that 

simple. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: ·That is right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: The question is, were you a dollar over the 

bid range, or were . you $500,000 over the bid range? That is the 

critical information that this Coomi ttee needs at this juncture. 

ASST. CCHttiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: I would sul:mit, sir--
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-- ... • .. ". 

ASSEMBLYMAN · FOY: . I would guess your engineers are 

substantially over. I would hope so. 

ASST. C<J.IMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Between the dollar and the 

half million, where is the line where you would detennine we ought to 

go· one way vis-a-vis or go the other way? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: And, what is at stake here?· 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Well, I '11 tell you, you have to make an 
engineering judgment. Let me just tell you where I would make the 

judgment. If I was going to save the taxpayers of the State of New 

Jersey $900,000 by awarding this contract, even though he was $50 over 

his range, he'd get the contract because I would be saving people . 

$900,000. Instead we are going to pay $2.3 million for ·that contract 

and not get it until next March. 

5aneone made sane judgments here; we need the facts that were 

the basis for making the judgments. we need those facts for us to 

adequately satisfy the fact that everything was appro~iate. That is 

all. 

You know, we appreciate. this exposition. We are learning 

about this particular project e We are sorry we are burdening you and 

taking a lot of time. I calculated with all the help the Camlissioner 

has· here, it is at $190 an hour. (laughter) Maybe we can get the 

Ccmni ttee to reimburse you for it. 

But, the fact of the matter is, we have to get to the bottan 

of what occurre3 in this transaction. It is my sincere hope that when 

we get to the bottan of it; we are going to be canpletely satisfied 

that everything was done appropriately. 

You introduced $Orne other players into the cast in terms of 

the Attorney General, aoo things like that. It is going to make our 

job a little more extensive. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: ·. I think so too. Let rne ask you one 

other question. What was the size of the bid bond by the low bidder, 

Pressure Oonrete? 

ASST. CD1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I don't know the number, but 

we can get that. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': · Let me ask you ·a question. If all of 

this occurre:l on August 5, fran ~at I urxier$tarxi, we notified him that 

he didn't meet the qualifications? Why did we wait until September 12 · 

to ·aware ·the new ·contract?.· TimiBJ is of the esSence. The backdrop of 

all of this is trying to get this ooiltract mving. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Tne rejection was August 22, am they 

· · awarded the twelfth, right? You. formally rejected. him in your letter 

of August 22nd, right? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: ·My question is, I •m going. back to the 

fifth. . The fifth is . already. the detennination. He called am said he . 

wasn't going to do that. Why did we wait fran the fifth all the way up 

to the twelfth of September? 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: . I don't think you waited that long, did 

. You? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT:· Well, he said the. call came in on the 
. . . 

fifth, am they made the detennination. en the fifth, they called him 
. . . .. 

and told him he had to supply addi tiona! information so that means that 

all of the concurrent things had--

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: . You· received the answer on- the 

·thirteenth? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAm': ·Fran the fifth to the twenty~second-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Seventeen days. 

ASSEMBL~~ MILLER:· On the thirteenth, ·you got an answer 

fran the Attorney General's office, didn't y6u? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: At that time, we could have rejected the 

bid. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: No, you had . to notify the man, which 

you did on the twenty-second. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: You could ·notify him, but that does not 

· . stop you fran awarding. YOU are just notifying him that you are 

rejecting it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: · · I ·assume that when you g6-- If I may, 

Mr. Chairman, 1 assume wheri you go to the second bidder, you have to go 

through the same process that you go through with the first bidder. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I'm really directing the question to the · 

Department. 
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ASST. CXHtt!SSICNER FREIOENRICH: The letter that I read to 

you before is my. letter. to ·Pressure Concrete and Grouting canpany 

advising them that their bid was being rejected. It is dated August 

22. That is after we hcrl. gone back aoo forth in the sequence that I 

·outlined for you earlier. 

ASS&mLYlW'l BRYANT: No. Maybe I am confused. You told me 

that the determinations were made on the fifth. Mr. Cruz got the 

information that there was a mistake. · By that time - between . the 

first· and the fifth-- the decision had been made that they didn't have 

sufficient grounds. Why did we wait until the twenty-second? 

CCMISSICNER ~: Mr. Olairman, I don't believe that is 

correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!'_: That is what you told me. 

CCJ.tMISSIC!mR a:>~: Sir, we read this letter of August 13 

earlier, which was fran Pressure Concrete. It described their process 

when we were seeking to get the additional financial information that 

we required. 

ASSm-IBLYMAN BRYANT: So, that is dated the thirteenth;. it 

probably got here about the fourteenth or fifteenth. 
cc:MMISSIONER OODMAN: That is correct. It was dated the 

thirteenth to us. It was during that period of time fran the fifth to 

the twenty-second, as I understand, that the Department was attempting 

to solicit the financial information that it sought. _ 

Ultimately, 011 the twenty~second, Mr. Freidenridl rejected 

that bid. In other words-- My point is, we did not make a 

determination. on August 5 to reject it 1 we made the determination on 

August 22. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SRYANT: To get information. 

CGJMISSIONER ~: '!bat is correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Then they sent that back to you on the 

thirteenth, so it got here the fifteenth. That was insufficient to 

your Department because you said it didn't give you any information to 

help you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN .roY: Well, that raises another question. If you 

had, at some point in time, a determination that because you have a 
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certain pattern of. bid procedures, and one of those was violated -

that is a prerequisite that ·you. mention - am you . hid .the Attorney 

General advising you to. that effect, did the Department begin 

-iriitiatiB] steps to review the seoom lowest bidder's package to ensure 

that they had canpliance with all of your requirements? was that being 

. done? _ You knew this person had to go. no matter what.· t think that is· 

the point that was being ~e earlier. by rilembers ·of the Ccmni ttee? Did 
. . 

you begin· the ·process of reviewin;J everyone else, or the next bidder? 

. ASST. CDIMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: ·It was not true that 

rega~less of anyt.bil'¥1 else- The _apparent low . bidder wa8 given the 

· opportunity to subni t addi tiona! financial data that would satisfy us~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN · FOY: Okay. · sO, as of his letter of the 

thirteenth, you_kneW full well he didn't properly suani~; therefore, he 

was goiBJ to be reje~ted. 

ASST •. CCJ.tMISSI~R FREIDENRiqi: That is right •. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: - .. Okay, s:> you h~ fran the thirteen to the 

twelfth, which is about a.non.th. And, in that time, you reviewed Mr. 

Schiavone' s--

ASST. · CCJ.!MISSIOOER. FREIDENR!CH: The thirteenth. to the 

. twenty-second. It was on the· twenty-secom ·that we sent- Pressure 

Concrete--

ASS&mLYMAN FOY: '.ftlat is when· you advised him of your 

detenninatioh. 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIIENRICH: That is the letter in which 

his bid was rejected. 

. ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: But, between the thirteenth am _ the 

twenty-second, you didn't engage in any activiti~s the next lowest 

bidder. 

CCMMISSICNER aD1AN: .. No, sir, not until -the twenty-third. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Nc>t until you made a fonnal notification 

that there were rejection bids. 

CCJ.MISSIONER OOIJttAN: That is right.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: '!hen you were in a mode 1 according to your . 

procedures, to begin examinil'J] the next highest bidder to see if he was 

in canpl i~ce with the same things you had examined for Pressure 

Concrete. 
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ASST. <XMMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: May I ask another question? If, oo the 

· thirteenth, he sent the letter and you received it by the fourteenth or 

the .fifteenth, if we ha:I sent out a rejection at that- tinE, we coUldn't 

. have considered a second lowest bidder, could we? 

ASST. CCMt1ISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: Excuse me. I'm not sure- I 

understood the question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I'm askirg the question, if we received 

it on the fifteenth, we oould not have considered the second lowest 

bidder on that day. That is assuming we got it by the fifteenth, am . 
we_ sent out the rejection. 

ASST. C<BiiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: I think we ha:l to notify the 

contractor who was originally the apparent low bidder that his-~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Yes, that is what I an saying. We got 

. his on the thirteenth - the fifteenth. Let's say the fifteenth; I·'ll 

give him two days for the transfer of mail. At that p:>int in time, 

because he didn't give us enough information, if we had said·, "You are 

rejected," we could not have considered the secooo lowest bidder on 

that day. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ~ICK: Wayne, pardon me. They ha:l to get 

their answer from sane other office before they could put it in black 

am white to send, to the Attorney General's office. The letter you 

just read, you sent on the twenty-secbnd. 'Itle information carne from 

someone else. They didn't ~obably make the decision on their own, as 

I see it. Saneone had to p..tt that into verbiage for them so they could 

send it out. 

CCJ.1MISSIONER OC>I1'1AN: Mr. Olairman, why couldn't we have 

considered the second lowest bidder at that time? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: · Maybe I'm wrong. At that point in time, 

it was still on the ~oposed suspension list. 

C<JwtMISSIONER BOI:J.1AN: Schiavone Construction canpany was 

never under suspension, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I said "proposed suspension" list, or 

_whatever that tenn is. 

COMMISSIONER ~: 

under suspension. 

Proposed-- They were simply never 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Well, \\tlen did you decision cane out? 

CCMttiSSIOOER B:>D!AN: I believe it was August-m With regard 

to Schiavone Construction Company? 

ASS&JBLYMAN ·BRYANT: .. Yes. 

CCMttiSSICJmR ID:Jt1AN: . . ··My ruling with regard to · . the 

Administrative Law Judge? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANt: Yes, your ruling •. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: August 21 was ·the date. 

CCMMISSiamR B:>I:Jt1AN: lt was August 20, I believe. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: . All right. August 20. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT:·· · Ckay •.. 

CCM-liSSIOOER OOIJ-1AN: : ·It should be understood by this 

Oamffiittee that the Schiavone COnstruction COmpany was permitted to bid 

throughout. this entire proced~. 

ASSEMBLYMAN · BRYANr: Were they ·awarded any bids during the 

period of time? 

CCMMISSI<EER oorJ.tAN: · . '.Ihey · were not; they were never low 

bidder. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': So, in other words, you • re telling me 

what the prior CcmnissiQner did. What did he do? Maybe I should 

understand that. 

CG!MISSIONER OOIJ.iAN:· Would yoo like to get into this other 

issue? This is a separate issue now, of course. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Well, it is not really a separate issue. 

CG1MISSICNER 00~: Well, is it the issue of the proposed 

suspension of_ the Schiavone Construction COmpany versus the contract 

relating to·· the Edison Bridge? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I would like to finish with the issues we 

have here •. We have sane outstanding information on the request, but we 

are not done with what happens with the next contract. I don't want to 

get into that yet if we can-- '.Ihe camtittee still has sane additional 

. questions regardirY3 this. 

I still have sane outstanding things in my mind regarding 

this. ·As of the twenty--second, the . bid was rejected, . aoo _ the 

Depa:rtment ·was in a mode to begin the review of the next lowest· 

bidder •·s contract. Is that right? 
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ASST. Cl)1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: AOO, did. that canmence on the 

twenty-second? 

ASST. Ca-tMISSIONER FREIDENR!CH: 01. August 23, the second 

bidder, · Schiavone Construction canpany, was sent a letter by the 

Department - by the Chief of our Bureau of Contract Administration -

advising them that they were now· the apparent low bidder for the Route 

9 project, because the previous apparent low bid had been rejected. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. Now I my question . is- '!his deals 

specifically with the issue of the delay on the manufacturir¥J of the 

steel expansion joints. Were you advised of that delay by Schiavone 

Construction Canpany, or would that delay have occurred if the other 

canpany been entitled to be the bidder? In other words,· because we 

. went to the second bidder, did he have a problen obtatniJ'l3 materials 

for the job? 

ASST. CCMMISSI~ FREIDENRICH: No, we became aware of the 

difficulty, or the time delay in . getting the e~sion joints at our 

pre-construction conference. When we became aware of that,· we 

ourselves checked with three reliable fabricators who we are aware of. 

OUr staff checked--

Schiavone 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: This is when .. you were dealing with 

ASST. <::.'CNMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: At his pre-construction canpany? 

ASST. CXM-tiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. Were the expansion joints arr003 the 

items that were anitted fran Pressure Concrete? 

ASST. CG!MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Not the fabricated steel 

joints, no, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: So, his problem regarding the bid had 

nothing to do with the subsequent problem that emerged regarding a 

delay in obtainiB3 construction materials for this bridge. Is that 

right? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That is right. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN.r: 1.bat · dela~ ~t _me -ask you --sanething 

about the specifications. tllen we bid it, were the specif~cations 

supposed t<:> be done in a·- certain. amunt of· time? 

ASST. C(}tMISSIC!mR FREIDENRICH: Yes, sir. 
. . 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: .And,- all the bidders, regardless of who 

they· were, were aware that it was sup~X>Sed to be done in that period of 

time? What ttme frame was that? 

ASST. CCHttiSSlOOER FREIDENR!CH: I believe the_ original 
. . 

cxrnpletion date for the contract was the end ()f November. 

ASSa.mLYMAN BRYANT: That was the startirr:J date? 

ASSEMBLYMAN roY: Original starting· . date or original 

completion date? 

ASST. 0>1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: The original canpletion is 

nrt recollection. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: What was the projected starting date? 

ASST. -CCMttiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Pardon?-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: _ What was the original starting date? 

ASST. CGMISSI~ FREIDENRICH: _. The startil'l3 date· would have 

occurred as soon as we could make an ·award and he could CXJ1lllence. As . . 
soon as .he_ has an _award, he is then- _ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY.: So, if you were cd,le to award the day after 

the bids were· opened, if you really hcG a speed derron in the 
. . 

Department, -and you were on 8/2/85 -- okay? -- and you had all the 

motors goiDJ on at one- time ~ the A. G. was there; everything was. okay; 

no problem -- the bid cotild have -actually been awarded_ as early as the 

second ·of August, \ttilich was a Friday, the day after the bids were 

awarded. When was canpletion supposed to take place? What date in 

NOvember? Was there a specific date? 

ASST. (XH.USSICNER FREIDENRICH: '!be twenty-sixth, I believe. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY.:. August, September, October, or November? 

ASST. <:XMvUSSl:OOER _FREIDENRICH: '!be specifications will say 

that· outright, _and we can sem you a Copy of them. 

-· ASSEMBLYMAN- FOY: The entire project was going to be done irt 

four mnths. What is the new estimated canpletion date with· respect to 

this project? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH:. Prior to Memorial Day. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: MeJoorial· Day of 1986? 

ASST. C<HttiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

~SEMBLYMAN FOY: In your professional opinion, what do you 

attribute the basis for that delay, or the multiple bases for that 

delay? Obviously, there are oontractural ~oblems. How much of it is 

attributable to the inability to obtain appropriate equipnent that 

would · have been both Pressure Concrete's problem, as well as 
Schiavone's problem? How much would that be? 

ASST. CXJtfMISSICNER FREIDENRICH: '!here are items of work in 

that contract, which is a protective waterproofiB] course on the bridge 

deck .. after the bridge is repaired. 'Ibis requires that the special 

material cannot. ~ put down when the temperature of the deck is below 

50 degrees Fahrenheit. '!hat material can't be put down until the 

fabricated expansion joints are received and put in place. 

With the delay in getting delivery of those fabricated 

expansion joints, it became obvious to us that we had created, as a 

practical matter, an impossible situation. By the time that material 

was delivered and by the time it was installed, an:l in the interest of 

the high volume of traffic which was r~ferenced earlier, this project 

was to be perfonned duril'¥3 the night. With that delay, it became 

obvious to our staff that by the time he got to the operation of 

putting down the overlay material, there was no real expectancy that we 

would have a situation where the temperature on the deck on which it 

was goil'l3 to be put down would be above 50 degrees for any sustained 

pericxl of time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: All right. As far as Schiavone is 

concerned' the canpletion under the . normal dates was rendered 

impossible by a canbination of both the delays aoo the technical 

factors involved in the construction process itself. Is that correct? 

ASST. CG!MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. The key delay-- When 

we awarded the contract, we had a delay in the ·award of approximately 

t~ weeks. We felt that we could still make it this season. 

The thing that killed it for this season, in effect, was, 

when the contractor then went to order those expansion joints fran 

fabricating plants, he found that due to the workload in the plants at 
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that time 1 . it waS going to take him between &eVen and eleven weekS tO 

get delivery. · '!bat delay would have put us well into the time of · the 

year when SO degree. weather for any .. sustained period of time was 

·impossible. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: All right. If, in. fact, you did not 

. experience the prOblems with Pressure Concrete am their bid, am you 
·had taken the normal cx:>Urse of action to satisfy yourself that • they 

could have supplied additional. information to remedy the problem 

. regarding the rains or whatever - and ,if you, on August 22 had issued. 

a letter to ~them saying,. "Okay, you have given us additional 

information. we are satisfied. Go forward." ---would there. have been 

sufficient appropriate weather: ·to ·allow them to canplete the work 

before the bad Weather set in? · 

·ASST. <D+tiSSIOOER FREii:ENRICH: Yes. we thought that we 

.could make up--. we. would need a little break in the weather. We have 

hal that. We thought we could make up the two weeks of tilte ~ had 

lost because of the bidding problem. . We· thought· we could still make 

·.that up, ·so we. then proceeded. to award to the contractor who then 

. became the appa.rent low bidder. 

It wasn't until after we made the award were we notified that 

there would be a much· longer time frame for delivery of the expansion 

joints than we hcd originally contenplated •. Only after we checked.

our staff checked-- with ·three different fabricators did·we conclude 

th.at lt .was impossible to get' it. done durin:J the. winter npnths am that 

the prudent course of action would· be ·to allow the fabricating to go 

on. '!bat, of course, is not a function of the weather. 

When the weather breaks in the spring, the first day, the 

contractor coUld be out there startin:J work, am have. the project 

completed well before. the traditional shore tourists' time frame •. 

ASS~YMAN FOY:- All right. The concern I have though is, 

·there was·a six:..Week delay fran the receipt of the bid until the award 

of the bid to Schiavone •. · Had .that six-week delay not occurred,. would 

Pressure Concrete . still have experienced the delay in obtaining 

materials that seems to be. puttiR3 this project into 1986? 
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ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Assemblyman, I have to tell 

you that · you don't make an award in one day. Number one, there are 

·requirements--

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: When would have you nonnally awarded, all 

things being equal, Pressure being appropriate--

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I would guess within two 

weeks because the contractor -- the apparent low bidder -- has seven 

_ days to subnit his MBE Plan, which shows how he plans to meet the 

requirements for DBE goals in the oontract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. If you had been able to award the 

contract in its normal oourse, would there still have been a six-IOOnth 

delay due to the fact of being unable to _obtain the essential 

materials? That is my question. 

ASST. ca+tiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: Oh, yes. I think that if--

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: No matter what, this contract would have 

never been done on time. 

ASST. CO!MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: In hindsight, I think that 

. is true, but at the tine when we were pressing to do this, based on the 

time frame we thought we could get the expansion joints delivered--

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: So, there wasn't any forelmowledge-- You 

don't believe there was any foreknowledge about materials delays that 

may. have caused Pressure Contract to want to get out of the bid, do 

you? 

ASST. CG!MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I have no indication that 

that had anything to do with it at all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: So, they must have had other reasons, 

specifically their belief that those severals items that they est~te 

being-

in their bid price. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: (continuing) -$375,000 was a mistake. 

Okay. I don't have any further questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HARI:liiCK: Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Yes, Ml:'. Hardwick. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HARI:liiCK: It seems to me, and Mr. Freidenrich 

has been here for several hours now, we set out to look at t~ 
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questions: · Why the low bidder didn't get· the . job, and why this very 

important job that the Speaker spoke·· of has been delayed? I think· he 

has answered_ tx>th of those very . well. I'd feel better to . see the 

Ccmnissioner go ~ck to work. He has a lot of transp:>rtation ·issues in 

the State, and I don't 1m011 if we really need to continue the :hearing. 
. . 

SpeakinjJ as an ex officio member, with due respect to the Chairman, l 

think the Assistant Oommissioner has certainly done-a ·thorough job of 
. . 

answerill3 those two- legitimate am very important questions • 

. ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': we appreciate your input, Mr. Hardwick,_ 

but this Cannittee Chairman feels that these issues. are imp:>rtant to 

this Ccmni ttee, and we are going to continue with- the hearing. If, in _ 

fact, you becqne bored by it, you have every right not to sit with us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HA.IU'aCK: I appreciate that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Thank you. Let me ask another 

question. ·When was the Deputy Attorney General brought in with the 

knowledge that there was a problem? . 

ASST. CG1MISSICNER FREIOENRICH: Normally . I 'NOuld have to 

check with the Chief of. our Bureau ·of Contractors Classification, but 

as sOon as we get any kind of an inquiry fran a contractor dealing with 
- . 

. a matter s·uch as th~ request to withdraw his bid, we_ seek legal advice 

fran the Attorney General's office alnost immediately. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN BRYANT: I would appreciate it if we got that 

information.· It _starts to becane crucial because everyone is telling 

me that the date we finally rejected the bid was when we had to bring 
. ..) 

the Attorney General in •. My understanding was, he or she was brought 

- in aro\100 the fifth. - They ·sho~d have been apprised of the problems 

fran the beginning. It doesn't seem to me that there should have been 

such a delay between the fifth and the twenty-second. I want to clear 

that up. 

·Also, let me ask yoo about the redecking. ·- You said it is· 

waterproofing. - ls that totally within the material for the redecking, 

or is that sooethiBJ put over tq> of the already given surface? 

Through my knowledge, I just don't lmON. 

ASST. CCJ.2MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Simply stated, there is sane 
repaired work done to the concrete _deck and then a waterproofing 
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overlay is put down on top of the deck to try to preclude the intrusion 

of the de-icing chemicals that .we utilize during snow and ice controlo 

ASSEMBLYMAN· BRYAN!': Are there any further questions . on this 

point? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Schiavone has a oontract ncM, right?. Have 

they proceeded with any. work at the site? Are they able to mcwe 

. forward with any site preparation or anything like that? 

Notwithstandirg any other questions anyone has, I want. to see the job 

go forward as quickly as possible. We can fight. QUt all of the other 

issues, but let's get the thirg built. The safety of the ROtorists is 

a primary concern_, and keeping those people working is ·my concern. 

Have they received any ROney fran the Department as a draw, · aM are 

they doing any work at the site? 

ASST. CCJtMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: They have not received any 

noney because no contractor who does work for the Department receives 

ROney other· than through mnthly estimates, whidl reimburse him for 

work satisfactorily completed. 

ASSn-mLYMAN FOY: so, they ·are going to have to canplete the 

work, and then they are going to get ROney. He is not going to get any 

mney in advance to do anything. The work has to be done, it has to 

meet your schedule, and then he gets his Check cut whenever we can 

concurrently issue checks in State government. 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN FOY: so, that is a month later. But, in any 

event,,has he done any work? Do you have inspectors out on the job? 

What is beil'l3 done out there? 

ASST. ~SSIONER FREIDENRICH: '!here has been no physical 

work. You have to understand that because · of the high volume . of 

traffic that .is involved here, we are not going to go out there until 

we can accanplish meaningful work, because it requires, while the work 

is going on, albeit at night, the roadway width available to traffic be 

restricted. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. But, a nonth has gone by since he 

knows that he is the contractor. I'm concerned. IX> we know whether he 

has acquired the other material he needs for the particular job? DOes 
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he have it in the shop? . Is their stuff on site? Does he have the 
. . 

equi~nt? You knOll, to get this job rolling - again, ootwithstaming 

any other issues that cane .up·-- it is_ important that he be noving very 

· rapidly to get as much done in the winter that he possibly can, so in 
·. 

the spring, when the weather problems are hopefully cleared up, we_ Can 

move on the issues of the water coating and·the steel. 

ASST • CXHttiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. To get exactly the 

status of that, I would have· to check with our-· resident engineer, 

.ASsemblyman.- · But, we full expect that · the ordering of all materials 

·_will be accanplished · so _ that as soon as the weather breaks in the. 

spring' he will be able to go forward in canpleting the ph~ical work -

on the site. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: May I a~k about prefabrication? Did we 

ask Pressure Concrete who their prefabricator was? 

ASST. CCitMISSIOOER FREIDENRICA: No, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: ~uld it seem logical that since they 

wanteq to witl'ldraw, they might let us know so we could check with their 
. . . 

prefabricator _to see if this -project could move on? -

ASST.· CU1MISSIOOER·FREID~CH: Assemblyman, we never get· to 

that question until the pre-COI'lstruction conference. We never get to

the pre-construction conference until we have a·contract awarded. 

·ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': I understaoo. that. Fine. · AllJ, he is 

telling you he is having a problem. - we have just let Pressure 

Concrete~ ·They don't Seem to have a prOblem. It would ·seen logical to 

me to cal~ them and say, "Who is your prefabricator? '!here is a 

problem with prefabrication. we want to get this project JllOVing." · You 

know,. he -would either say yes or no, but in ·this situation, he might 
. . 

. . 

have been cooperative _aoo said, "Weli, IIrf prefabricator is John. Jories." 

ASST. CCMttiSSIOOER FRElDENRICH: We did better than that. 

Our staff went directly to the fabricators in this whole area ·who 
. . 

. normally are approached by the contractors ·.to check for ourselves-

what the· time fr~ -for deliveriR3 this material was. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYMT: . were they all the fabric<;ltors? I mean~ 

did you check with all of them? ·1 'm not condemning the fact that you · 

checked with sane fabricators •. ·It seems to me that we had a low bidder 
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who_ was ready to proceed and he was under -the same restraints. He· may 

have had a fabricator. He may not have been in this area; he may have 

been in Ohio, as far as I know. But, he could have delivered the 

materials, · and that would have accanplished the goal that · we are all 

after, which is doing the bridge. 

ASST. CGIMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I can chec:X with him. My 

suspicion is that the nanent of truth would have been after he was 

awarded the contract, that he sought to place an order with a 

fabricator. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: IX> we pay a penalty? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY': Where is Schiavone steel caning fran? 

Where is his fabrication caniBJ fran? 

ASST. CCJrtMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I'm not sure, but our staff 

checked that one, plus two others in the area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I would like to know the name of the one he 

is goirY.3 to have do the job. 

ASST. CQfMISSIOOER -FREIDENRICH: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Have we thought about one after his 

performance l::x>nd? I am assuming he has a contractor who says, "You 

have to do this by a certain date.'-' (laughter) IX>n't laugh because_ we 

have sen-t people out all across the country· to get certain materials. 

Unless he is telliTXJ ~ there is no place in the country that will 

give him those materials. That contract doesn't say that they have to 

get the materials fran the eastern region, . does it? ·Has he proven 

beyond a reasonable doubt that he cannot get fabricated materials? 

ASS'l'. CCMt1ISSIONER FREIDENRICH: · Our staff has satisfied 

itself that the material cannot be delivered in shorter time- frame than 

the contractor has indicated to us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Anywhere in the country. 

ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: We haven't checked anywhere 

in the country. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I think if the contractor derives that that 

is the case, then you go after a performance bond on that basis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Yes, but it depends on how exhaustive 

you go after it in terms of where the region is that you are directing 
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_ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I think-- it depenc;!s on _what the- language_ of 

the contract is. _ I~ it is a staOOaro 001' ~tract, _ we are not goil'Jl to 
_ be ~le to pursue this.- '!be standard contract itself says subject to 

the av_ailability of the materials. I think _that is the standard clause 

I have seen. 

ASST. CtM4ISSI~ FREIIENRICH: Obviously,- am again,- I am 
not an attorney, bUt I've been in this business long enough where, by 

osmosis,-- I -have picked- up certain legal precepts. If you require a 

contracto~ to do sanething that is i.Jnpossible, and he says, "I_-can't do 

it because -it is impossible,• you can't hold his feet to the fire. _ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: But, you've got an obligation to satisfy 

yourself that what- he is _sayil'Jl- accurate am true, am you have done 

that. 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: - Yes. I might add that most 

of the J:?eOple in the country get steel fabricated fran the fabricators 

that we checked with in this part of the country. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: You don ··t have to be an attorney to realize 
- -

that the fundamental legal concept that -~ all _operate under is, "Never 

-ask a question unless ·you already know the answer you are going to 

get." 

~SEMBLYMAN WATSOO: Mr. Chairman, I would just like clear up 
- -

one thil'Jl that was stated by yO\i, -Mr. Freidenrich. You said that your 

he~ring officers were going through a similar situation that you had 

made this particular -canpany perfonn, even those - it is similar kind 

of-- _ I didn't get the riarne of_ :that- canpany. 

ASST. CCJ.MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Lad -- L-A-0 -- Construction 

-Company. _ I might just tell you that-- Well, I indicated before that --

he has appealed that decision. The -Appellate Court upheld _ our 

decision. He is noN seeking to go to a higher court with ita 

Our hearing, -lttlich- resulted in that decision, was -- if, my 

memory is right - about three ronths. -_ I antic_ipate that before all 

the legal remedies are exhal.lsted, it· may vecy- well_ be another couple of 

months. 

ASSEJ.!BLYMAN WATSON: Could you tell ~, Mr. Freidenrich, how 

much did he leave on the table? 
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ASST. c::G1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: well, I will tell you- I 

don't remember exactly, am I don't even krlow since this thina is still 

in -the judicial process that I ought to even be talking about it. 

There may not be any problem, but I· can't make that statement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': WOUldn't those figures be public anyway 

at this J;X>int? 

ASST. <n1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: . Pardon? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WATSON: Wouldn • t those figures be public at this 

point? 

ASST. CC»>ISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I believe so. 

- ASSEMBLYMAN WATSOO: If those figures are public, will you 

make them available to the Cammdttee? 

ASST. COMMISSIONER FREIDENR1CH: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Ik> we have any idea heM lol'l3 the delay 

of this fabrication is· going to take? Four weeks, six weeks, ten 

weeks? How- many weeks? 

ASST. CQtJMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Between seven and eleven 

weeks was the infonnation . we received. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Seven and eleven are good numbers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: It is my umerstandil'l3 that because of 

the temperature of 50 degrees or m:>re to apply the waterproofing, that 

even if you hcrl that fabrication in today arxi the work was beil'l3 done 

at night, you couldn't even perform it right now at this time of the 

year. 

ASST. CXJt1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I don' t think that is so. 

We have had-- As a matter _of fact, and coincidentally, in listenin3 to 

the weather forecast this norning at about 6: 30 while I was getting 

dressed to go to work, I heard a forecast that said we could, tarorrow 

or the next day, get up to 75 degrees. We expected, with a canpletion 

date of November 26, we would have sufficient days -- rooderate days -_ 

in order to be able to complete that work. 

The facts may have proven us wrong, -·but we were anxious to _ 

get that work done as soon as possible. It was only after a sequence 

of events beyorrl our control overtook us that we realized it was going 

to be impossible. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: Is the waterproofing the final-thing- you 

do in the ~oject? 
ASST. CG-tMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Pretty much. · '!bat is· the 

top surface, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: . . Cltcly; that is the top surface that goes 

on after everythirr::J else is done. Evert . now though,· ·with the awarding 

before, when you go into this thing with. the fabrication, you would 

still be. runniRJ into the latter part of OCtober before those would ·be 

on hand. I don't see how you would· be able to anticipate ·that in 

October or November you are goir¥J to ·have· a ternpe~ature of 50 degrees 

at night. 
. . 

So, · l · ·think if you ha:3 been . on schedule fran the . very 

_beginning and fabrication had not ~n a ·problem, you could have. met 

your November 26 deadline. · But, as soon as . that came up, regardless of 

-who did ·it, it._was not going to be able -to be done in .that ·time frame. 

ASST. · ca-tMISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: We were pushifl3 it because 
. . 

of· the importance of the .. project .and the. bridge, and we were anxious to 

get it done this year. When it became clearly impossible, even with 

soliciting sane help in the weather, there is a point beyond which you 

can't even ask for that kind ·of help because you are ·not goi113 to get 

it. We determined that it was just impossible, so we said, "we had 
' ' . 

better wait until the spriB] to e<mnence. n 

ASSEMBLYMAN ·BRYAN'!': ··May. I ask a question? _Mciybe i~ is an 

engineerin; question. Assuming you did everythir¥J to the bridge· except 
' ' 

· to put the waterproofing on, could that be done in the spring? · 

. AssT. CGiMISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: . No. The joints . have to put 

in place,· and that will create about a two-inch difference in surface 

elevation. First of all, it would interfere. with just the riditl<1-

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!':· Okay. I guess my next question is, fran· 

an engineering.;_ 

ASST. (X)IMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It would also interfere with 

SOON plowing • 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Fran an engineering standpoint, is there 

any other type of· temporary surface .that can be put there, then be 

removed, and then put your permanent surface ori at the end? I don't 

- know ~he ·answer to that question. I am askirg it. 
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ASST. mtMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It depends on hOttl much noney 

you wanted to waste. Surely; yoo could put sanething down am then 

tear :it up in the spring, and put down a final product. You don't get 

.. it put down for nothing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': I ·understand that. 

ASST. CCHiiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: And, you don't get it torn 

up for nothing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MII..LER: We have a million dollars· fran before 

that we could use. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I have one other question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Maybe you can provide me with what that 

cost will be, just so I would know. 

ASST. OOMMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Pardon me? 

ASSn-mLYMAN BRYANT: Maybe you can provide me with the cost 

for the temporary job of taking it off and then putting it back on. 

If, in fact, we are really havirg a lot of problems with ccmnerce in 

that area, at least I would know. You knOtt!; it might be reasonable. 

ASST. C<M'iiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: I would subnit that we are 

dedicated to keeping that bridge in a safe operating condition until We 
can get in there aoo canplete the project. If it should ever, for 

reasons totally unknown to us at this time, reach a point where it· 

becames unsafe to the public utilizing it, we will take the bridge out 

of service. I don't see that happening. I see the bridge operating 

between now aoo the spring, aoo we will keep a very- Our maintenance 

forces that have resfX)nsibility in that area will keep a very close 

watch on it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I need some additional information also 

atx>ut Mr. Schiavone's bid because I am concerned about this $375,000 

that Pressure Concrete anitted fran its bids. It is for certain work 

done. I hoo asked earlier -- in terms of the engineer's estimate, 

which was $1.9 million - to delineate specifically what Pressure's 

$375,000 was in terms of items aoo his value that he placed upon them 

and the Department's equivalent number of i terns and what value the 

Department placed. on them. I think to really make that triangle 

canplete, we should have what Schiavone said they are worth, because 
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·his bid was higner. . In that way 1 we will have your estimate, we will · 

have Pressure's estimate of' $375,000,. ard we' 11 know what ·SChiavone 
. . 

places as a value ·on· those particular things. I think that would be .. 

. very useful information. · 

If. yeu look at the $375,000 and add it to the existing bid -

the first bid you got, the low _bid .. fran_.Pressure ·..- that really ~s-
. . . . ~ 

· up· to almost -exactly what your. engiriee,: said the job . should. be_ worth • 

. i an concerned about what the extra· $400,oo·o is in the secooo bidder's 

arrnmt. It may be profit, aBf God bless him. He is entitled to it. 

No one ever went broke takit¥J a profit. There is nothir¥J wror¥J with 
; . . . -. . . . 

making it,_ but I·· would be curious- to .·know_ Wh_ at value his engineer . . . . 

placed on those· items. · We know what Pressure's engineers placed as a 

value on those items. I would also like to know the Department's. 

SO,. SchiaVone, the Department, Pressure, am the letter will 

tell us exactly what the items are. 

If yoo will make that available to us; we would appreciate 

it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN · BRYANT:· Gentlemen, I am going · to take one 
. . 

five-minute break, because .I h~ve to ·go to the men's roan, ~f you don't_ 

mind. We will convene in five "mj.nutes.: ·. Thank yeu. 

(Recess) 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: The Transp:>rtation Camnittee hearing 

will now resume. We have joining us rKM, under the rules, the Speaker 

·and the Minority ~ader. Are . there ~ other questions fran the 

Ccmnittee to _any of -these gentlemen at this time? 

Speaker? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: .. Ccmnissioner ,. who is Debbie Lawler? 

CG!MISSIOOER B:>IW\N: Deborah Lawler· is a youn; lady sitting 

. right here. She ie a spokesman for the Deparbnent. 

-.'ASSEltmLYMAN: KARCHER: What is her- I can't hear you. 

QOMM[SSIONER BODMAN: She is a spokesman for the Departmentl 

sir. 

.ASSEMBLYMAN. KARCHER: . 

spokesperson? 

Is she the only . spokeswoman, or 
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C(M.USSI<lmR ~: Not to JOY knowledge, no sir. 

ASSPlo!BLYMAN KARCHER: There are a number of them? .. 

CX»USSIOOER ~: Yes, sir. 

ASSEJt1BLYMAN KARCHER: AM does she report- to whan? To 

you, or to-- . 

CCJ.JMISSIOOER OOIMAN: Debbie, ·wtx>. do you report to? (answers) 

Mr. Weinstein, my Executive Assistant, Mr. Speaker. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: I understam that· sane times there are 

as many as four in a day, is that correct? 

ASST. CCI+iiSSIOOER F~IDENRICH: That is not inconceivable, 

yes sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: How many contracts are awarded inside a 

year? 

ASST. CCMoiiSSIOOER FREIIENRICH: About 100, just off the top 

of my head. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: . In the last· three years, there may have 

been as many as 300? 

ASST. CGMISSi:OOER FREIDENRICH: There may have been 1 give or 

-take. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: OUt of those 300, in· the last three 

years, how many were rejected-- How many low bidders were rejected 

because of lack of financial capacity, or having exhausted their 

residual financial capacity? 

ASST. CCJttMISSIONER FREIIENRICH: . I fioo it difficult · to 

answer that, Mr. Speaker. I- We can go over the records and 

determine that. I find it difficult to even try to speculate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: I find it difficult-- I have never 

read about any other one ever haviD3 been rejected for that. I only 

know what I read in the papers. I don't see anything else. Have there 

been any? 

ASST. CD1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I find it difficult to 

speculate. I would have to go back aoo check, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: All right. You can do that, though? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDEN.RICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: Do you recall anyone? 

Ca-tMISSIONER eo~: D:> you recall any others? 
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- . ASSEMBLYMAN __ · BRYANr=. _ Do. you recall--

ASST. CCM4ISSIOOER FREIIENRICH:- That arrJ _were rejected for 

lack· of residual financial capacity? I don't recall. 

ASSFJ.mLYMAN FUY: In your 36 years with the_ Department, .or in 

· the last three years we were just talking about? . 

_ ASST. CCJ.1MISSI~ FREIDENRICH: . It is really oot sanething I 

have thOught about._ Sitting-here, I can.'t recall any. I will tell you 
that in nost cases, wen there is a- that questions arises, a 

. . 

contractor is provided the qportunity- to provide an addi tiona! line of 

credit, or to provide a new financial. statement. · In m:>st cases, that 
. . 

happens-- · they do satisfy the Department. 

ASSEMBLYMAN R>Y: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Now, when you solicit bids, and when 
. . 

·you. advertise for' bids, ·do yoo seoo out the specifications an:1 the 

plans· to.·. certain people? · 

ASST. · C<J.1MISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: we . seoo out plans and · 

specifications to the municipal engineer, in the municipalities that 

. are affected. ·we don't . seoo out_ plans . aoo specifications -to 

. contractors. If they are interested in the project, they cane· in to 

purchase plans. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: PUrchase plans. You send out a notice, 

· arrl then plans aoo specifications -are picked up,. is that correct? 

-ASST •. <D1MISSIOOER FREIDENRicH: Yes 1 sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Fine.· NOw, that _is a- As 1 recall, 

your specifications are· rather standard, are they not? 'nley are 

general specifications,. as opposed to particular specifications. 

ASST. <D1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: 'nlere is a set of standard 

specifications, and then · each project _may have sane special 

provisions. Generally speaking, the degree of those special provisions 

is a .function of the nature of the contract. · 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Right. SO · there are -gel}eral 

· specifications an:1 then, specific specifications per the contract. 

Now, you said -- and I tried to listen ~- there was a bid 

bOrn subni.tted by all four bidders on this. can you recall the anount 

of that bid bond? 

ASST. CGiMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: No. I believe--
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ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: _Not dollar am:>unt-- percentage-wise? 

ASST. C<JttMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I don't recail. I believe 

Assemblyman Bryant asked me that same question, and I said I would get 

that information. I don't recall. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: In doing a little review, I understand . 

that it is custanary for a- bond, UIX>Jl bidding, to be as high as 50% -

10% bid, 40% performance, am then that is converted for the successful 

bidder, into a perfonnance tx:>rxl. . l):>es that account, or does that jibe 

with your recollection of how this is done? 

ASSIST. CCifi!SSIONER FREIIENRICH: I don't knc:M, Assemblyman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: So the bond sutxnitted at the time could 

have been as high as 50%. 

ASSIST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I don't know, Mr. Speaker • 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: You' 11 secure that? 

ASSIST. cx::J.fMISSICNER FREIDENRICH: Yes, sir. 

ASSElttBLYMAN KARCHER: Now, on these _ particular · 

specifications, once again; it is· nonnal, is it not, for a starting 

date and a canpletion date to be included. Isn't that correct? 

ASST o CCifiiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: There is a canpletion date 

to be specified. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: And in this case, it was November 26? 

ASST. Ca+tiSSIONER FREIDENRICH: I believe, in response to 

the same question before, I said that was my recollection, but that I 

would check the actual specification dqcument. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: And, as I. understand once again, the 

municipalities bids are usually kept . open for 30 days. How loBJ are 

bids kept open for the Deparbnent of Transportation? 

ASST. CGMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Not at all. They are either 

delivered at the time of the bid opening, or they are not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: No, no, no. · You- I am sorry, I 

misphrased that. '!he standard procedure of the Department is to act 

upon bids in one period of time~ in other words, the municipality -

to give you an analogy - the municipality will receive a bid on a 

Wednesday night. They have, pursuant to the statute, a perioo in which 

they must act upon that bid, either to reject or accept, or 
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autanatically it is accepted. ·· Now, does . the Department ·have sanething 

similar ·to that? Is it 30 days? 

ASST • c:x:MMISSIC!mR FREIDENRICH: we have a statutory 

requirement . Which says the Camdssioner may a~pt - if my meJtDry of 

the language ·is right - may accept _or reject,. within 30 working days. 

There is not, to illy reoollection, arrt kim of language there whid:l says 
· tl)at if he does not, it. is autanatically: ~ccepted • 

. ASSfMBLYMAN KARCHER: · The statutory operatin.;J frane is 30 · 

working days, as per_ th~ rest of State ~ernment, municipalities, and 

so on. 

ASST. .CDJMISSIONER . FREIDENRICH: As a matter of fact, 

sanetimes 1 when a question arises am we can·· t readl that answer within 
. . 

30 days, we normally call the. contractor and ask him if he would hold 

the prides that· he bid beyond that· 30 days~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: The same thing happens with counties • 

am· municipalities. 

·ASST. CDIMISSIOOER . FREIDENRICH: I thought I heard you. say 

that if . you dOn It act . within 30 dayS, the bid iS autanat_ically 

·accepted. · . That is· not true •. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Unless you get the consent-·· Unless 

you get _·the . consent of the bidders who ·were involved~ 

ASST~. CQJJMISSlONER FREIDENRICH: In our case, that is not . 

true. ·Th~ only-- My understanding of the statute is, the only consent 

.. we ·have ·to get is if we run beyond. 30 -days, the contractor is not bourxl 

by the prices that he bid at that point, unless he agrees to be t:x>und, 

by them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Fine.· Now, the question. as to the bid 

· specifications once agai~: In the- · There is the standard, general, 

and the specific. . In the specific bid specifications, if work is 

interideq to be done by subcontractors, what is the procedure with 

regard to your bids for securing the identification of the subs who 

will be cooperating with the general--- with the main bidder? 

ASST. e<:J.MISSICNER FREIDENRICH: Generally speaking,. he only 
. . 

has to notify us at the t~ he wants to sllb-oontract \«>rk, with the 

exception of the. DBE-WBE requirements. There, . the apparent low bidder 
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must sut:mi t his plan for meeting ·those DBE or WBE goals within seven 

days of becaniBJ the apparent low bidder. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: But on the general specifications sheet 

- the bid summary sheets, or the bid sumnary sheet that is sut:mitted 

-- on this contract, sub-contractors and suppliers were not listed, is 

that correct? 

ASST. <:n1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: That is correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: All right •. Now, I take it the contract 

- as I· understood the chronology - the low .bidder· or· the apparent 

low bidder, Pressure Concrete, was notified by letter of August 22 that 

their bid had been rejected. 

ASST. CCJ.MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes; sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: And, what transpired between those--· 

the next two aoo a half, three weeks between August 23 and September 

12, when the contract was awarded to Schiavone? 

ASST. CCJ.MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I believe, in response to a 

question before, I indicated that on August 23, Schiavone Construction 

Canpany, whO now became· the apparent low bidder, was so notified that 

he was the apparent · low bidder, and he was asked for an updated 

financial statement of part of his financial capacity detennin~tion. 

In addition, I am fairly certain he was also notified that as the 

apparent low bidder, he needed to subni t his oaE-wBE plan for-

ASSEMBL~~ KARCHER: Which would have included suppliers and 

subcontractors. 

ASST. CCM-USSIOOER FREIDENRICH: -· · to meet the goals 

established for minority participation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: · I understand. And, I take it the 

September 12 date was the contract signiBJ date, is that correct? 

ASST. CGIMISSICNER FREIDENRICH: No. The 12th--- September 

12 was the date that we- the Depar~nt tcx:)k an action to make the 

award. Now, after the Department makes the award, the contract and 

born is then sent out to the contractor, aoo again, if my menory serves 

me right, the specifications give him 10 days to execute that and 

return it for execution in the Depar~nt. · 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: When and where did the pre-construction 

meeting take place? The ~e-construction conference. 
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-ASST. CXJt1MISSimER FREIPEliRICH: - -I don't have that 

infonnation right. at my·- fingertips. I would have to check with our 

field supervision ~le. 

- ASSDJBLYMAN _KARCHER: was this before or after the 12th of 

September? 

ASST. CCI+1ISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I believe it would have been. 

atter, but I will have· to dleck. 

_ ASSa.mLYMAN . KARCHER: _ Normally, it would pave been? 

ASS'!'. aJ.1MISSI<HR FREIDENRICH: Yes, sir. 

- ASSamLYMAN KARCHER: But_ -on Augus~ 23, ~chiavone . was 

notifiE!Q that they were the apparent low bidder on this _contract? 

ASST. CCHetiSSIONER FREIIENRICH: Yes, sir. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: September 12 is when they- when the 

action was taken by the Department. Why was the delay between the 

23rd, when- they were _notified, and September 12, when· the Department 

finally- took the award· action?· That would have taken you outside the 

_ 30 days, would it not? 
. . . . . 

· ASST. CCJ.MISSIONER FREIDE_NRICH: Pardon? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KMCHER: · The bids were received August 1 • 

NOrmally, there should have been action on them within the 30 days. 

September 12 takes you outside of those 30 days. 

ASST. CCM-1ISSIONER FREIDENRICH: - Thirty workin;J days, I 

believe, I said. If my memory of the statute_ is oorrect, it is_ 30 

·working days. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: - So~ you would have been within the 30 

working days on the 12th? : 

AsST. CXJttMISSICNER FREIDENRICH: I believe so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: It would have been just at the em of 

the 30 working days. _ 

ASST. CCMtiSSIONER FREIDENRICH:- I believe so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN . . KARCHER: All .right. And, at the 

pr&-construction meeting was the first t~ that ·the issue arose about 

the delivery of the--. availability of the prefabticated--

CCHti!SSIONER OOIW\N: Expansion joints? 

ASSEMBLYMAN_ KARCHER: E~nsion joints? 
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ASST. c::GMISSI~ FREIDENRICH: I got word fran the staff, 

fran the Field Supervision Staff and fran our Chief Engineer of Design, 

that the matter of delivery of those fabricated joints had been 

discussed arxl the contractor indicated to us that it would take between 

seven and 11 weeks to get delivery of those joints. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Fran September-- Fran the 

pre-construction date meeting, which was sanetime soon after September 

12? 

ASST. CCJ.1M.ISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Fran the time he placed his 

order for the material. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: So, at the time the pre-construction 

meetin3 had taken place, the order had not been placed yet? 

ASST. CD-1MISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I don't know that. I can 

f irrl that out. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KAK:HER: Yes, l would appreciate that. 

On September 12 though, sane tine within the next lO days 

after that, I take it a contract was signed? Was there sane indication 

that there was a bindirg agreement between Schiavone Construction and . 

the State .of New Jersey? 

ASST. CGJMISSICNER FREIIENRICH: Yes, .and I don't knOll what 

date that is, because the actual signing of the contract ... _ · while I 

make the award -- the actual execution of the contract is done in the 

Deputy Conmissioner' s office. I assume that what you are saying is 

correct, but I would have- to tell you the exact date, I would have 

to check· that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Then I take it that contract document 

incorporates the specifications, both general and specific, as. well as 

in normal contract language that the Department uses, isn't that 

correct? 

ASST. Ccx-tMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: And certainly, you would assume that 

even if that document were not signed, there was still a binding 

agreement between Schiavone and the State of New Jersey, fran the time 

you indicated the notification of award and they had canplied by 

submitting their bond, et cetera? Is that correct? 
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ASST. CXHfiSSICR:R FREIDENRICH: Well i that is-

understandirg_ is, am here . agaln, I an not an. attomeyi but . lffi _ 

understanding :is that the legally binding <X>ntract Cioes not exist until 

it is executed by both partie$ to the contract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: No. ,doubt in your ·mind that one exists~ 
today? 

ASST. CXHfiSSICEER FREIDENRICH: · I don't have any doubt. · As 

I indicated earlier, I am not~ I don't. play a role in _the actual 

· execution of that contract •. 

ASSPMBLYMAN KARCHER: All right. Now, yoo ~ what is in 

standard Department contracts, don't you? 

ASST. CCJtMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: For instance, this contract contained a 

liquidated damages clause, did it not? . 

ASST. CXJ.1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes.-

ASS&mLYMAN KARCHER: Am the liquidated damage clause-- If 

you· c:)id not change. the date prior to the execution of the contract, 

that liquidated damage clause would have cate into effect November 26, · 

according~ to specifications, is that eorrect? 

ASST. CC»tMISSIONER FREIIENRICH: Respectfully, Mr. Speaker, 1 
~- . . .· ·_.· _·. . .. . . . 

think- My ~erstanding in the past, that if we create an impossible 

situation-

. ASSEMBLYM~k~ KARCHER: Well, we '11 get to that · in ·a nanent •. 

ASST. CCI!MISSIOOER. FREIDENIUCH: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: As far as you know, there is a 

liquidated damages clause, an:1 no· one unilaterally changed the date _ 

prior to the pre-construction_ m:!eting? 

ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: · That is my Ul'¥ierstardirg 1 

yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: And at the pre-construction meeting,- we 

would have operated-_ -We. would have been operating _until ·we found out

fran Schiavone about this i.J:npossibiiity of delivery for· 7-11 weeks, we 

· would have been dperating with a NOvember 26 canpletion date, and the 

standard State liquidated damage clause? _ Is that a fair statement? 

ASST. cntM!SSIOOER FREIDENRICH: It appears so to me. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Fine. Then, the other oontract clause 

with regard to impossibility of · performance, .refers to wars, 

emergencies, strikes, national emergencies, and acts Of God,· does it 

not? That is what is says, isn't it? 

ASST. CXMtiiSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Sir, as an attorney, you are 

better qualified to answer that question than I am. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KAIOIER: It doesn't deal with the inability of a 

subcontractor or a fabricator or a supplier, to deliver material, does 

it? I have read them a few times.· It doesn't say any- a word about 

·inability of material supply. It has to do with acts of God, nuclear 

holocaust, national emergencies, et cetera. That is what th(lt clause 

says. 

ASST. CCMUSSIONER FREIDENRICH: I haven't read it recently. 

What I do 1mo.4 is, in the past, over the years am without being able 

to be specific, that we have been challenged on the. assessment of 

liquidated damages; am that challenge has been upheld by the courts. 

ASSEMBLYMAN_ KARCHER: Right. It has been litigated, and 

there is a great deal· of case law with regard to the ability to assess 

liquidated damages. and the question of 1 if for instance, lx>nuses 

Route ~87 was a case where there was an incentive designed in that. I 

don't know, Comnissioner; do all your contracts say that now? · 

CG1MISSICM:R OOIJtlAN: Not to my knowledge; no, sir. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN. KARCHER: They just have the standard liquidated 

damages. 

ASST. C'CMMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: If I may, since you 

mentioned Route 287, with the: bonus- · I think in that case, again, as 

I understand what the attorneys advise me, that is, when you assess the 

penalty, there must be an offsettil'Y3 bonus. Where there is a 

liquidated damage, there does not have to. be a bonus provision. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Precisely. Arrl that is why I think the 

contracts now reflect, in general, the understanding that is set· down 

- the precept as set down by the courts. Let me ask you, with regard 

to this -- I just want to make sure I understand this correctly. A bid 

- You went out for notice to bidders sanetine in June or July, is that 

correct? 

ASST. Cc:Mt1ISSIONER FREIDENRICH: July, I would think. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN . KARCHER: . Bids~ plans and. specifications were 

picked up by.· a riumber of people, at least a minimun of four wtx> did 
. - . . . . . 

. SubJni t . bidS o Aild they reSponded in ALigUSt 1 SO it WaS back in July . when 

the plans _am specs went out •. The August 1 date·- am everyone bid on 

that - and then. you are telling me now, ·that sanetime :.._ It was 

Schiavone's disqussion with . your field people, sanetine subsequent to 

September 22, .Schiavone first, disccwered that they could not get the 

material that they hcd .warrantEd. to you would be .. necessary to canplete 

this job, is that correct? Is that _a fair statement? 

ASST.· CCJ.ttiSSIOOER FREIIENRICH: I. don't lm0tt1 what Schiavone 

·.··.thought.- I can only' respond to .\4-len the information came to me,· before 

we aceepted it, we. checked ._with- our staff checked with three 

fabricators and confirmed--
. . . 

·ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: I understam that. 

ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Certainly, though, it is a fair 

· assumptiOn to make, that in July, when Schiavone picked up the specs, 

·they-· thought ·•· that·· they would. be interested in doing this contract. 

That is a fair assumption. A fair assumption is that on August 1 I wen .. 

they . sutmitted_ a bid ·along with Pressure Concrete aoo two ·other 

canpanies,- that they thought they could perform this contract. It is a 

·fair assumption to make, that they thought they could perfonn this 

contract by November 26, or they would riot have bid. Nobody would have_ 

. bid thinkirr:J they could not do the contract,· would they? 

ASST.' COMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I would hope not• 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER:- I woUld hope not, too. So, then. it is 

a fair assumption to make, that on August 1,- when Schiavone submitted 

their· bid and their bid ·· bond, along with Pressure Concrete, they 

·thought they could do this contract?. And it would be fair to say that 

on August 23, When you notified them of the award, that they were the 

apparent- low bidder, that they still thought they could do· this by 

Aug_ust 26 because they did not call you on the phone am say, "Wait a· 
. . 

·_minute, we can't do this," _;... that is a. fair assumption to make, isn't 

it? 
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It is a_ fair assumption to make that on September 12, When 

the awaro was actually granted - now we are ·about fran July to 

September 12 - it is a fair assumption to still make that on that 

date, when you told Schiavone that they were goir¥3 to get the award, 

they still thought they could do it because of the fact that they did 

nOt notify you to the contrary. So, the first time - after making 

all of those assumptions, with all of _those chronological dates, it is 

sanetime · at the pre-construction meetirg in September, when this matter 

first came to Schiavone's attention ~ and Pressure Concrete, back in 

July -- that they notified you that they could not get delivery, is 

that correct? 

ASST. CG1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: That is my understanding • 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: How many people in the nation -- in the 

eastern United States- do prefabricatil'J] of expansion joints? 

ASST. CCMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I can't tell .you exactly, 

but there are not many, and they are gettirg fewer all the time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: well, how about . in the State of New 

Jersey? There are_at least seven canpanies in the State of New-Jersey 

who do it, aren't there? 

ASST. CCHUSSIOOER FREIDENRICH: I an not sure of that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Between Pennsylvania, New Jersey and 

Maryland, those - I'm sorry, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and 

Maryland, would it surprise you if I told you that there were 24 

canpanies? 

ASST. CXJtiMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: That do what, sir? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: That make ~efabricated expansion 

joints, doing specialty steel work? 

Last but not least, Miss Lawler- Who did- You say she 

works for the Department as a spokesperson, and I read to you an 
article that appeared in the News-~ibune. of Vb:ldbridge, Tuesday, 

September 24, 1985: "oor Spokeswoman Deoorah Lawler said the contract 

was awarded to Schiavone September 12, after the low bidder on the 

project, Pressure Concrete and Grouting, of South Orange, requested 

· that its bid be withdrawn due to an error." I take it she misspoke 

herself at that time, is that correct, Oammissioner? 

CGJMISSICNER 00I]\1AN: Yes, she did. 
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. . ASSEMBLYMAN KAICHB.R: ·And, in fact, the contract was awarded 

to Schiavone not because Pressure Concrete asked to have their bid . . . . . 
. . . -. . . . 

withdrawn, but~ becaus~ they were rejected by the Department -- we have 

established .. that -· solely because of their financial capacity, 

a1 though we can not name anyone else . in the last 36 years, in your 
. . - . 

experience, who haS ever_ ha:1 ·this happen to them~ 
It happened to. them, am my ·question is this: If. they had 

been awarded the Contract, isn't the awardiR3 of the. contract to them,· 

or the notification - not the signing of the contract itself - your 
nOtification to them that they . are the successfUl bidder, as yoo did . 

·with Schiavone on th~ 1~th -- Isn't· that the condition precedent, 

··legally, to movi~ against a bid perfonnance bond - the bid bord, or. 

in your case, the bid performance, a mixed bOnd? Isn' t that the legal 

··requirement -:- condition precedent· ........ _ ·.for the State to ·exercise· its 

rights against a bidder who defaults or refuses to canply, so that the 

decision made· to reject thein eliminated the Department's ability to 

seek any financial reoovery or redress against· Pressure Concrete? 

Isn't that a fact? 

ASST. <XJ.iMISSIOOER ~IDENRICH: Speaker Karcher, you- . I 

believe there are several. questions embodied in what you just said-

ASSEMBLYMAN ·KARCHER: Let me narrow it down--
. . 

ASST. CCMMISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: Not all of them result in 

asking me whether that is a legal precedent to doing sane thing. I·· tell 

_· ·yo~, I an not an attorney. The action that I took in rejectiD3 that 

bid on the basis of inadequate, residual financial capacity, was on the 

advice of an attorney. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER:· Did you discuss this with Coomissioner 

Bodman, prior to doi~ it? 

. ASST. CDJMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: Not to my recollection. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Camnissioner Bodman may recall I)) 

you remember discussing this? 

CCJ+1ISSIOOER BJI.MAN·: No, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: I)) you remember ·discussing it wi t.h the 

· Attorney General-- Deputy Attorney General? 

ASST. 'c.'CMMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: I discussed it with the 

Deputy Attorney General, yes. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Did the Deputy Attorney General ask you 

or did you irquire as to the question . of whether or not the rejection 

of the bid, as opposed to the non-rejection of the bid,· absolved the 

canpany am thereby eliminated any recourse that the State might have 

against Pressure Concrete? 

ASST. CGMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: My recollection is that I 

asked for ~vice, or the Chief of our Bureau of Contract Administration 

ask~ for advice on the request to withdraw the bid am the advice we 

got, after considering the question,· was that we would never get to 

that question, that the bid was unresp:>nsive am must be rejected, and 

J'OCX>ts the second question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Unresp:>nsive solely for the reason that 

they had not the residual capacity, and that this would be the first 

case in 36 years for which a bid would be· rejected? 

ASST. cx:JttMISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: · Unresponsive, because it did 

not meet the- becal1se they did not have sufficient residual 

capacity. There was no discussion whatsoever, .to my knowledge, of it 

beir¥3 the first case in 36· years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Fine. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I have a couple of questions. First, would 

·you know· how many contractors who asked to be let out of a bid because 

of a unilateral mistake, have been let out of the bid over the past 100 

contracts that have been bid? . Do .you_ ·unqers~and my ·question? Just 

what they did - they said, "We would like to be let out, we made a 

mistake." How many have actually been let out, voluntarily, by the 

Department of Transportation? 

ASST. Cllt1MISSIOOER FREIDENRICH: . The only one that I recall 

off the top of my head, Assemblyman, is the one that I made reference 

to before, that took place maybe 4,5 _years ago, six years ago- Time 

runs so fast when you are-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: So that is not a ccmnon occurrence, to let 

sanebody off the ·hook, so to speak? 

AssT. <DtMISSIONER FREIDENRICH: No, it is not a catmon 

occurrence, ·nor is the request therefore a cannon occurrence. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: It doesn't happen very often, right. 
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Now, can. a debarred subcontractor- . can . sanebody who . was . 

·debarred fran doin:J work as a general· contractor for a.n'-- Can they do 
. . . 

work for an awroved subcontractor? . 

· ASST. CCJtMISSIOOER FREIIENIUCH: . No.· 

· .. ASS~LYMAN PO!: Bow- would you· know that they are a 

contractor if your procedure is that you: don't really know lDltil they 

. file the · MBE- and the other statement; or they . show up at _a 

pre-construction rreeting? 

ASST. CDtMISSI<H!R FREIDENRICH:. , . Beeause any request ._ for· 

subcontracti~ has __ to be sutJnitted for approval. 

ASSEMBLYMAN F()Y:. So you knew-

ASST. . <ntMISSIOOER FREIIENRICH: 

subcontracting . above $1 00, 000, 

pre-qualified contractor

that · can 

For ·any 

only be 

request 

sublet 

for. 

to a 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: So you knew who the subcontractors for 

Pressure Concrete. were, did you ·not?· 

ASST.· CXHUSSIClmR FREIDENRICH: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: There was no work that was goiBJ to be done 

in ex~ss of $100iOOO? 
ASST. C<HtUSSIONER FREllENRICH: They only apply for approval 

to subcontract after they are awarded a contract. we never awarded a 

cOntract to Pressure Concrete. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: · · ·Well,. do you -·consider the ordering ·of 

material to be subcontracti~ or not? · . 

ASST. <l>MISSIOOER •FREIDENRICH: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. Let ne ask you this question. Do 

you know whether Pressure . Concrete is . going to be a subcontractor for 

Schiavone on this job? 

ASST. CXMM!SSICM:R FREIDENRICH: Not to rrrt knowledge. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: · D:> yoo krlow whether · Pressure Concrete has 

ever done any subcontracting for Schiavone? 
. . 

ASST. cei+1ISSIONER FREIIEN1UCH: Not to rrrt knowledge. I _can 

check that through our contractors classification office. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Yes, I would appreciate that infonnation, 

too. 
Thank you. I have no further questions •. 
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ASST. (.'(Htt!SSIGmR FREIDENRICH: I would just add, I suspect 

not, since Schiavone is traditionally a bridge contractor, as is 

Pressure Concrete. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: They canpete with each other, rather than 

. work together. 

·ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: It appears that nobody ort the Ccmnittee 

has any further·. questions at this time. We have asked a lot of 

questions, and we have asked . for a lot of. information. · That is why we 

can't follow up on the questions, or future questions. 

I am aski03 that this Ccmnittee be ~journ~ until 9:30, 

wednesday, October 16. Hopefully, by Thursday of this week, we. can 

have in whOle the information we requested fran the Department, to have 

time to review it so we can ask the appropriate questions based on 

information. Ard at that time, we will probably ask for the Deputy AG, 

or make a formal request for the DepUty 'AG for the Department to be 

here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Do we want to ask for Pressure Concrete's 

personnel to be here at that time, or do yoo want to hold . that for · 

sane-- Maybe we had better see what happens. 

CCHvliSSIONER BOJ:MAN: Mr. Chairman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: The other thing is, I enjoyed having both 

the Speaker am the Minority Leader here •. I would like to welcane them 

back at any time, to sit in. 

CXM-1ISSIOOER BOrMAN: Mr. Chairman, Mr • Freidenridl just. 

informs me that he is scheduled to be out of State at a· conference for 

a State Transportation Conference of sane form, I believe in seattle, · 

on that date-- Is that correct? 

ASST. CG1MISSIONER FREIIENRICH: The Association of State 

Highway and Transportation Officials has their annual conference. I 

have sane pre-session meetings over the weekend, but· the conference 

itself is on ftbnday and Tuesday of the 14th and 1Sth. l will be 

leaving Seattle early on the 16th, but because of the change in time, I 

will not be arriving back in New Jersey until sanetime after 4:00. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYANT: I understaoo that, but I assume that 

with the number of people in your Department, we can have the necessary 

individuals to give us the information. 
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• -ASsT. · CXHIISSI<EER FREIDENRICH: · · _. Cll yes, I thought you 

indicated that you wanted me to be badk here. 

_ ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN.r: Cll -- What I am saying is t:.hat if you 

can't·~ ~vailable, we just want persons fran the Department to give us 

th~{: ·i~forlnation. ·we understand that.· ':thank you for that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN . MILLER: May I - Just a cauoent. With all due 

respect to you, the cCmnittee, Alan Karcher· am everybody here -- I 
- - . ' . 

am satisfied . in my mirxl, · as far as the canpletion date of . this contract 

is, concerned, it didn't matter who bad it, it was not going to get done 

in time. I ~ink you have answered that question. I think the first 
. . 

... qu~$tion1 ~s to the contractuai arrangements -- It's a moot point, as 

·,.far· as:the additional aJOOunt that yCll want to put in that contract; he. 

did not bid on the contract. It doesn't mean a thing. ·If he didn't 

have the necessary residual capital to cover his bid, the man was going 

to be CO\lllted in, and there is nothing that says he has to do it •. 

As far as I . am concerned, I came down here today because of 

_John Watson's bill, then I found oot about the Senator~s bill, and I 

-- fo~. out about you people caniRJ in here today. Personally, I think 
: - . - . . . 

it is a witch hunt; there is_ a bone there with no meat on it. And that 

is the way I see it. · As far as I am concerned; you can wipe this thing 

· out right now and go, unless you cane up with sanething really deep and 

_really penetrating, sanethiBJ happeninJ urxler the table to sanebody, 

which I don't see on the ·surface. ·This is nothing rore than a 
political. situation, aoo I don't blame anybody for makir¥3 politics out 

"' of ·it just before an election, 19th District or otherwise. But I think 

what you are doir¥3 here today is the.· wror¥3 thiBJ to do1 . I think you -

better grab a bone with rore _meat than this one has on it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY:. Mr. Chairman, even a bare bone makes soup,· 

and I think there -has been an awful lot stirred-

ASSg.mt,YMAN MILLER: It makes pea soup--

ASSEMBLYl-11\N FOY: .-an awful lot stirred in this pot that we 

-need to look at a little further. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Mr. Miller -- On the 16th, if you decide 

that you have enough : information, -you · do not· have to attend the 

·hearing. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: I am caning down and · keep you guys 

honest. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': There are a couple of questions that 

need to be answered. One of the things is, you could have rejected the 

bids if they were so high. '!bat has not been answered. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: Why would you do that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Because the ·bids are overestimates. And 

if you are not goiD3 to do it this year, you might get better bids, 

especially when you have a $500,000 or $600,000 that is done routinely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: You h~ better have a good reason to 

reject.· those bids, or you are going to be in court because you rejected 

a bid without a valid reason. If the estimate was $1.9 million, and 

the bid comes in at $2. 1 million, you had better believe you are in the 

ballpark. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Let me explain. If, in fact, you feel 

your p:>sition on this Canmittee is not to explore those areas, am we 

have just started- We have asked questions and they can't answer them 

·at this p:>int. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: I don't believe in spinning my wheels, 

Wayne. Ar¥:1 you are spinniil:J your wheels. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': Well, don't spin your wheels. That is 

what I am saying. You stay in your district, I will be here, ·the 

carmi ttee will be here, and we . will ask the proper questions ahd if you 

cane-
ASSEMBLYMAN MILLER: I' 11 be here to keep you honest, as I 

said .. 

C<>tMISSIOOER oozx.JAN: Mr. Olairman, you asked a question, or 

it was just raised in that exchange, as to why the project wasn't 

re-bid. Could I ask Mr. Freidenrich to attempt to respond to that, in 

that he will not be here--

ASSEMBLYMAN BRYAN!': We are going to deal with that after I 

get some other information, because I might have same pertinent 

questions with that. 

CCM-tiSSIONER 00~: I see. Well, it is unfortunate he will 

not be here at the next hearing. 
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ASSEMBJ.,YMAN BRYANr: '!he carmi ttee is now adjourned. '!hank 

you, -·carmissioner. _ 
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